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Introduction 

The Need for High-Speed Internet Access 
In the 21st century, a competitive and sustainable broadband industry will drive innovation, community 
and economic development, education, health care, and government services. Broadband technology is 
influencing the convergence of the services offered by existing telecommunications, cable, and data 
providers. This promotes competition and innovation over both fixed and mobile platforms. Individual, 
government, and commercial users can not only connect using a variety of technologies, but they can 
use technology to do more. Improved broadband will provide Cowlitz and Skamania counties the ability 
to strengthen their economy, create jobs, and incubate and incentivize small business growth by 
improving access to broadband infrastructure across the region, improve public safety, increase 
educational opportunities, advance health care delivery, promote and enhance tourism attractions for 
visitors, and enhance transparency in government. This represents a significant opportunity for the 
region and local communities to leverage broadband connectivity, enhance the local economy, and 
improve residents’ quality of life. 

Project Background 
During the 2009-10 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) program, the Washington 
Department of Information Services (DIS) received a total of $7,314,042 ($2,215,780 in the original 
award and $5,098,262 in the supplemental award round) in State Broadband Initiative (SBI) funds. The 
SBI Program’s purpose is to facilitate the integration of broadband and information technology into 
state and local economies while also funding states to gather data twice a year on the availability, 
speed, and location of broadband services in the state. Grantees can also use this funding to support the 
efficient and creative use of broadband technology to better compete in the digital economy. These 
state-created efforts vary depending on local needs but include programs to assist small businesses and 
community institutions in using technology more effectively, research to investigate barriers to 
broadband adoption, innovative applications that increase access to government services and 
information, and state and local task forces to expand broadband access and adoption. In October 2011, 
the Washington SBI Program was transitioned from DIS to the Washington Department of Commerce.  

 
The Department of Commerce is 
using the SBI funding for a variety of 
efforts, including the creation of a 
Local Technology Planning Team 
grant program. These grants, which 
can be up to $100,000, are given to 
organizations and entities that 
establish or support regional 
broadband planning efforts designed 
to identify community needs, set 
goals, articulate performance 
expectations, and implement 
strategies to achieve shared goals. 
Eligible projects and entities include 
tribal, public safety, community, or 
regional teams that are multi-

The Mount St. Helens National Monument 
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disciplinary, with a particular focus on entities that have a history of working with unserved and under-
served areas.  
 
On July 1, 2012, the Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments received $72,000 in SBI funding and 
provided a $18,000 match to conduct a needs assessment, gap analysis, and economic impact study for 
expanding broadband capabilities in Cowlitz and Skamania counties around the Mount St. Helens 
National Monument for economic development, tourism, public safety, research, educational 
opportunities, healthcare, finding information, communication, and entertainment. The Mount St. 
Helens Broadband Feasibility Study & Gap Analysis Report is a result of the assessment funded by this 
grant.  

Demographics 
The study area is located within Cowlitz and Skamania Counties in southwestern Washington State. The 
two-county area has a combined population of approximately 113,000 people,  While the Mount St. 
Helens Broadband Study area makes up only a portion of the bi-county area, the area does share many 
of the same attributes as other bi-county communities. For example, the study area communities and 
the bi-county area are heavily tourism based as a result of their proximity to Mount St. Helens and other 
natural and recreational areas. The natural and recreational areas are positive attributes and attractions 
for the in-migration and small business growth for the past decade. However, unlike the bi-county area, 
the area of study is significantly less populated, more rural, and less served by infrastructure than other 
parts of the counties. 
 
The Mount St. Helens broadband study area is roughly located within five census tracts—four within 
Cowlitz County and one within Skamania County.1 Though the five-tract area does not directly 
correspond with the study area, the demographic data provides context for the study area. Some data 
depicting the bi-county area as a whole is also presented below. The extent of the study area is depicted 
in Figure 1. 

                                                           
1 Census tract numbers in Cowlitz County (WA53015) are 20.02, 18, 17, and 15. The tract number in Skamania 
County (WA53059) is 9501.  
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The five-tract area had a total population of just under 24,000. This amounts to an approximate 
population increase of 4,000 between the years 2000 and 2010.2 There are three segments of this 
population that are of particular interest when looking at using broadband to expand the economy, 
educational opportunity, and quality of life. These segments are residents moving into the area, young 
people, and people over the age of 65. A key component of better broadband access and adoption will 
be to focus efforts on providing supports for these three segments of the local population. 
 
Provide Jobs and Amenities to Support In-migration. In Cowlitz County as a whole, about two-thirds of 
the population increase between 2000 and 2009 was the result of net in-migration.3 As opposed to 
natural increase, in-migration is driven by economic opportunity. Residents are likely attracted to this bi-
county area for its proximity to the metropolitan areas of Seattle and Portland, the business and 
industry opportunities found along the I-5 corridor, and the rural setting and natural attractions. The 
Mount St. Helens study area needs to ensure that it receives its share of migrants to the region by 
providing economic opportunity and local resources, including educational opportunities, jobs, 
community institutions, social services, and infrastructure. 
 
Broadband positively impacts job growth and amenities that will support in-migration and help retain 
families and young adults. Moving a community from no broadband providers to up to three providers is 
associated with 6.4% employment growth, and the strongest correlation is in the fields of utilities, 
information, finance and insurance, and professional, scientific, and technology services.4 Jobs in these 
sectors are more likely to be well-paying and help diversify the economy, promote growth, and provide 
safeguards from economic swings. Among small businesses that sell products online, 64% said that the 
internet has increased their revenue or sales.5 According to a survey of 4,800 small businesses, 
companies that actively shaped their digital presence on Yelp saw an average increase in annual revenue 
of more than $23,000. 6  
 
Broadband also supports opportunities for telework. Workers who used to be tied to living in proximity 
to their jobs in metropolitan areas can now choose to live in communities that provide a rural quality of 
life, if they wish. In the Mount St. Helens area, residents are near to major industry hubs like Seattle, 
Portland, and the I-5 corridor, but they may replace long daily commutes with telework opportunities. 
Teleworkers supporting companies in nearby urban areas by leveraging broadband tend to buy their 
daily products and services where they live from local merchants.7 Improved broadband access allows 
the study area to better position itself to take advantage of these emerging trends of a digital society.  
 
Support the Needs of the Youngest Segment of the Population. The number of children under the age 
of 19 increased in the bi-county area between 2000 and 2010. In Cowlitz County, 27% of the population 
was under the age of 19 in 2010.8 In Skamania County, 22% of the population was under the age of 18 in 
2010.9 Within the study area, there was a slight decrease between 2000 and 2010 in population under 

                                                           
2 U.S. Census Bureau 
3 http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf 
4 Public Policy Institute of California http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=866  
5 http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/81238 
6 The Boston Consulting Group, http://yelp.typepad.com/files/boston-consulting-group-study.pdf 
7 SNG Virginia Study, http://sngroup.com/tag/ftth/  
8 http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf 
9 http://www.washington-demographics.com/skamania-county-demographics 

http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf
http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=866
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/81238
http://yelp.typepad.com/files/boston-consulting-group-study.pdf
http://sngroup.com/tag/ftth/
http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf
http://www.washington-demographics.com/skamania-county-demographics
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the age of 18—from about 28% to 25%.10 This may be an indication that the Mount St. Helens area is 
not providing the opportunities that families with children require. In order to support the opportunities 
and future career growth needs of the younger segment of the population, high-quality educational 
opportunities and the infrastructure to support them must be provided. 

 
As the positive effects of broadband on job creation 
promote in-migration, the needs of children and families 
moving to the area for new jobs and better quality of life 
can also be met with broadband. Connected communities 
have higher property values and provide positive 
reinforcement of moving and lifestyle decisions for 
families. Reliable broadband service provides a variety of 
opportunities for students, especially those living in rural 
areas to gain access to information and create peer groups 
with similar interests. The global economy and adoption of 
technology has increased the need for an educated and 
trainable workforce today and increasingly so in the future.  
 

Support the Needs of the Aging Population. The segment of the population of retirement age in the bi-
county area is also significant and increasing. In both counties, between 14% and 19% of the population 
was over the age of 65 in 2010, and this number is projected to be 19%-28% by 2040 in Cowlitz County 
and over 28% in Skamania County.11 In the five-tract area, the population aged 65 and over increased in 
every tract and in total increased by 59% between 2000 and 2010.12  Populations over age 65 are 
significantly more likely to rely on socials services, such as government services, healthcare, and public 
safety support, and the area must be able to provide these supports to this vulnerable and growing 
group. In addition, grandparents are increasingly adopting social media and video communication 
services to keep in contact with family and grandchildren. As we live longer and as the baby boom 
generation (ages 45-64) continues to age 
into retirement, it will also begin to rely 
more heavily on these social services, 
making them that much more necessary 
over the next several decades. 
 
For the populations that are most heavily 
reliant on healthcare services, such as the 
elderly, those suffering from chronic 
illness, or those living in rural areas; 
broadband has the ability to significantly 
enhance healthcare through telemedicine. 
Access to healthcare websites helps 
caregivers and patients obtain critical 
information, connect with specialists, 
minimize travel and waiting times, and 
                                                           
10 U.S. Census Bureau 
11 http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf 
12 U.S. Census Bureau 

The Mount St. Helens area is rural in nature, potentially leaving older 
adults feeling isolated or unable to access social services. 

The Mount St. Helens area has the opportunity to 
provide a variety of opportunities for young 

people. 

http://www.cwcog.org/documents/CWCOG_DemographicWorkshop.pdf
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more effectively communicate and share information. Broadband can help healthcare providers 
improve medical outcomes, enhance patient monitoring, reduce errors and readmissions, and it allows 
healthcare providers to share medical expertise over long distances. These benefits translate to an 
overall increase in the health of the community, including its most vulnerable populations. 

Implications for the Mount St. Helens Study Area 
From a demographic and quality of life perspective, a robust and reliable broadband ecosystem is as 
essential as water, transportation, electricity, and banking. The Mount St. Helens area broadband 
ecosystem will need to evolve with the community’s demographics and the services it needs. Families 
with school age children create a greater demand on wireless and high speed broadband access for 
providing K-12 education, finding information, purchasing goods and services online, and preparing 
students for college. Aging populations can rely on broadband and internet access for obtaining 
healthcare information, accessing government and social services, and keeping in contact with family 
and friends.   
 
High speed wireless access for smart phones and high speed wireline services for businesses, homes, 
and community anchor institutions like schools and public safety facilities must be expanded. With the 
adoption of smart phones, social media and online societies, communities that do not provide adequate 
internet access for modern life will lose their workforce, decline their local economy and tax base, 
reduce the value of homes, and incur higher costs for healthcare, education, and services. Communities 
that proactively market online and create positive internet experiences with user-friendly information 
dramatically increase their local brand and desirability for visitors and residents. 

Assessment of Broadband Service 

Data Collection Overview 
In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the broadband service and needs in the Mount St. 
Helens Broadband Study area, multiple data collection efforts were undertaken. The data collection 
approach included direct engagement with stakeholders through public meetings and one-on-one 
interviews, surveys of stakeholders’ broadband access and use, as well as on-site surveying of 
broadband infrastructure. Together, these data collection efforts provided a comprehensive picture of 
both the area’s existing broadband infrastructure and its future requirements and user needs. 

Direct Engagement with Stakeholders 
A variety of area stakeholders were engaged over the course of the study. This was necessary in order to 
gain a comprehensive understanding of various stakeholders’ priorities, broadband needs, and input 
into how broadband can enhance the area’s vision for the future. Stakeholders included residents, 
business owners, elected leaders, school personnel, and public safety providers. The Cowlitz Economic 
Development Council (CEDC) was contracted to serve as the Community Coordinator for this study. The 
CEDC developed an initial list of local stakeholders, which ICF supplemented with names and contact 
information gathered from the web or from other sources. The CEDC reached out to the stakeholders to 
inform them of the opportunity to participate in this study through public meetings, surveys, and 
interviews. For a complete list of stakeholders who provided input, see Appendix A: List of Stakeholders.  
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Public Meetings 
During a site visit to the study area in 
February 2013, two public meetings were 
held to allow stakeholders to provide input 
on the broadband feasibility study being 
conducted. The opportunity to participate in 
these public meetings was advertised 
through direct email outreach to area 
stakeholders and on various bi-county 
websites and through social media channels. 
One meeting took place along the 503 
corridor at the Cougar Fire Station, and the 
other took place along the 504 corridor at 
Toutle Lake High School. Both meetings were 
held in the evening to allow for a maximum 
level of attendance. The meetings were 
conducted in a roundtable format, where 
stakeholders were free to provide input on 
their broadband priorities and needs. For promotional materials, a sample meeting agenda, and notes 
from the public meetings, see Appendix B: Public Meeting Materials and Notes. 
 
Stakeholder Interviews 
The public meetings provided a glimpse into the broadband needs of the community, however in order 
to supplement the data obtained, ICF reached out directly to members of the community who were not 
present at the public meetings. During the months of March and April 2013, ICF conducted telephone 
interviews with local internet service providers, public safety providers, educational institutions, and 
other stakeholders. The purpose of these interviews depended upon the role the interviewee played 
within the community. Some interviews gleaned data required for broadband mapping purposes, while 
other interviews supplemented the information about broadband needs and priorities addressed at the 
public meetings. The purpose of these one-on-one interviews was to ensure that a wide range of 
stakeholders was consulted in the data collection efforts.   

Surveys 
Concurrent with the direct stakeholder 
engagement efforts, surveys were 
developed and administered to 
supplement the anecdotal data obtained 
from the public meetings and one-on-one 
interviews. Since data needs vary with the 
particular target audience, three surveys—
one for area households, one for area 
businesses, and one for other area 
stakeholders—were administered. As with 
the other stakeholder engagement efforts, 
the surveys were promoted using the 
stakeholder list developed by the CEDC. 
 

Broadband Public Meeting Advertisement 

Visitors view Mount St. Helens from the Johnston Ridge Observatory 
in Skamania County 
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The surveys were administered online; however paper copies of the surveys were made available at 
local institutions and distributed to attendees of the public meetings to ensure that potential survey 
respondents who do not have access to the internet were able to provide input. While the response rate 
may be skewed toward stakeholders with some degree of internet access, the total response rate was 
higher than expected given the small population of the area. The surveys asked for no identifying or 
personal information which could be tracked back to respondents. Copies of the surveys, as well as 
analyses of the results of each survey, are presented in Appendix C: Broadband Survey Results.   The 
residential and business surveys asked respondents specific questions about their use of broadband for 
home and/or work, and the availability, type, speed, reliability, security, and cost of their broadband 
service. These surveys focused specifically on households and businesses along the Route 504 corridor 
between I-5 in Cowlitz County and the Johnston Ridge Observatory in western Skamania County and 
along the Route 503 corridor between I-5 in Cowlitz County and the communities surrounding the Swift 
Reservoir in western Skamania County on Forest Roads 25, 90, and 99. The residential and business 
surveys were in the field for approximately 90 days. 
 
The third survey was administered to capture information about the importance of broadband to 
stakeholders both within the study area and throughout the Mount St. Helens region. This survey asked 
respondents to identify their connection to the area (e.g., as a public safety provider, government 
employee, student, etc.) and provide some insights 
into where they have experienced gaps in service, 
the importance of broadband service within the 
area, and their vision for future broadband 
development within the Mount St. Helens area. This 
survey was in the field for approximately 30 days. 
 
Survey of Broadband Infrastructure 
Data collection also included a survey of existing 
broadband infrastructure along the 503 and 504 
corridors, as well as along Forest Road 90, 99, and 
25 in the eastern section of the study area. 
Infrastructure availability was determined through 
multiple methods.  
 

A physical site visit was conducted to observe 
installed infrastructure components and 
topography challenges. The surveyors made 
observations of high speed facilities (fiber, xDSL, 
cabinets, etc.) and took periodic wireless 
measurements of service. The surveyors also 
observed the terrain and noted peaks where 
wireless facilities may exist or could be planned. 
Wireless signal strengths were tested using an RF 
spectrum analyzer to measure available signal 
strengths to determine the likelihood of a user 
obtaining a reliable connection.  

Wireless measurement taken in parking lot 0.3 miles east of 
I-5 on Rt. 504 

Telecom equipment on Rt. 504 near Jennings Road 
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Service providers were contacted for details on individual system coverage and tools provided by the 
service providers (coverage maps) were considered. Personnel at the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) were 
consulted to determine the presence and availability of USFS owned fiber resources. Other resources, 
such as the FCC records database for licensed wireless frequencies, were also utilized. 

Available Service by Provider, Type, Speed, and Cost 
Table 1. Listing of Available Broadband Service by 
Provider, Type, Speed, and Cost below provides a 
listing of available broadband service within the 
study area, including location, provider, type, 
speed, and cost. Survey respondents who 
indicated that they subscribe to the internet in 
their homes or businesses were asked to list their 
broadband service provider. Additional follow up 
with local service providers through in-person 
and telephone interviews and internet research 
was conducted to obtain information about the 
service options for residences and businesses. 
The chart provides a list of all services, both fixed 
and wireless, that are available; however it only 
shows the range of options that may be available to potential subscribers within the study area. It does 
not indicate the subscription level of each of these services, nor does it address the extent to which the 
speed or reliability provides the level of service required for users to engage in activities for which they 
require broadband. Wireless data service is available along portions of Forest Roads 25, 90, and 99; 
however this would not be considered broadband service. 
 
  

Signage on Rt. 504 advertising 40MBps from CenturyLink 
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Table 1. Listing of Available Broadband Service by Provider, Type, Speed, and Cost  

Broadband Service Providers in the Mount St. Helens Study Area 
 
Service Provider Location Service Options Price per Month Speed (download/upload) Notes 
DSL Service 
TDS Telecom 503 

corridor 
Lite Prime Internet $34.95 Up to 1 Mbps/512 Kbps Could not find internet provided at 

multiple addresses along the 503 
corridor. Even when checking into 
Woodland area. Did find service available 
in Cougar.  

Express Prime $44.95 after 1 year promo rate 2-5 Mbps/512 Kbps 
Turbo Prime $49.95 after 1 year promo rate 8-15 Mbps/768 Kbps 
Business services case by case pricing  

CenturyLink 504 
corridor 

Residential/Business $40 1.5 Mbps/896 Kbps Added packages for businesses for email, 
security, etc. $45 7 Mbps / 896 Kbps 

$50 12 Mbps/896 Kbps 
$60 20 Mbps/896 Kbps 
$70 40 Mbps/5 Mbps 

Cable Broadband Service 
Comcast 503 & 504 

corridor 
 

Performance $50 after 1 year promotional rate  up to 20 Mbps Rate may vary by location 
Blast $65 after 1 year promotional rate up to 50 Mbps 
Business Class Starter $69.95 16 Mbps/3 Mbps   
Business Class Premium $109.95 27 Mbps/7 Mbps  
Business Class Deluxe $199.95 50 Mbps/10 Mbps  
Business Class Deluxe 100 $369.95 100 Mbps/10 Mbps  

Fiber Service 
Cascade Networks     Fiber pricing from Cascade is on a case by 

case basis and used currently for CAIs 
Wireless Point to Point Broadband Service 
Stephouse Networks Only in 

Woodland 
Residential/Business $19.99 Up to 1 Mbps/256 Kbps No distinction for business services 

$35 Up to 3 Mbps/384 Kbps 
$45 Up to 6 Mbps/768 Kbps 
$55 Up to 10 Mbps/1 Mbps 
$65 Up to 15 Mbps/1 Mbps 
$75 Up to 20 Mbps/1 Mbps 

Cascade Networks  Silver 24 $29 for a 24 month commitment up to 1.5 Mbps Call for business services 
 Silver $39 no commitment up to 1.5 Mbps 

Platinum 24 $49 for a 24 month commitment up to 3 Mbps 
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Mobile Service Providers in the Mount St. Helens Study Area 
 

 

 

Service Provider Service Options Price per Month Notes 
Mobile Wireless 
US Cellular 
 

Business – 1 GB $60 All plans are unlimited minutes & messaging 
Business – 2 GB $75 
Business – 5 GB $100 
Business – 10 GB $140 

Verizon Wireless 2 GB Shared $100 All plans are unlimited text and talk 
If someone just wanted a USB modem for their laptop, it would be $20 less per plan 4 GB Shared $110  

6 GB Shared $120  
8 GB Shared $130  
10 GB Shared $140  

AT&T Wireless 300 MB $90 All plans are unlimited text and talk 
3 GB $100 
5 GB $120 
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Community Broadband Priorities 
Following data collection efforts, it became clear that stakeholder priorities and needs for broadband 
fell into three broad categories: economic development and tourism, education and research, and public 
safety. These priorities are aligned with study area needs to provide jobs and amenities to support in-
migration through economic development, the need to provide educational opportunities to the 
youngest segment of the population, and the need to provide necessary government services like public 
safety to all residents and visitors, especially the aging population.  
 
Economic Development and Tourism. A significant portion of the economy in the Mount St. Helens area 
is made up of businesses related to tourism. Tourism in Cowlitz County, for example, is a $200 million a 
year business; however, visitation has significantly dropped within the past decade. Many of the 
businesses that operate within the Mount St. Helens area depend upon a robust tourism industry, 
because they provide lodging, restaurants, recreational equipment rental, and outdoor learning 
opportunities to visitors of the area. According to stakeholders, broadband is the key to economic 
development, and businesses cannot survive without broadband’s ability to facilitate the exchange of 
information.  Tourist areas can attract prospective visitors by providing adequate local broadband access 
to the visitors and improve their local experiences by leveraging internet and online information.   
 
Improved broadband infrastructure poses significant opportunities for these establishments to continue 
to be viable by using broadband to market their services to tourists and provide them with the 21st 
century travel experience they expect. The travel and vacation industry has evolved substantially over 
the past 10 years. Consumers research vacation options online to decide where and how to spend their 
time and money. Airline travel and hotel reservations have essentially become online ecommerce 
services creating a digital divide between attractions that have web presences and favorable social 
media ratings and those that have poor or no presence. Simple decisions on where to stay and eat are 
determined by online and smart phone access for over 50% of the population and an even larger 
percent of younger and affluent consumers. Providing high quality 
experiences and targeted local information increases the local 
brand awareness when visitors return home, tell their stories, and 
refer back to websites for information and pictures. When on site, 
internet data access points with smart phone tags can provide 
additional insights and relevant history for visitors creating virtual 
tour guides for modern travelers.  
   
Stakeholders’ vision for the area’s economic future is threefold. 
First, the area must utilize broadband infrastructure to provide 
and expand technology opportunities that allow tourists to engage 
with the natural environment. Second, the area must offer a wider 
variety of accommodations for tourists of all types, including those 
who seek to plan their trips further in advance, stay longer, and 
stay in more upscale overnight accommodations. Third, local 
businesses must be able to expand their businesses and branding 
through online sales, marketing, and social media. 
 
The information about economic development needs gained from 
our data collection efforts is consistent with the economic The Mount St. Helens area attracts 

tourists, who patronize local 
establishments for lodging, food, and 

recreational and learning opportunities. 
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development goals throughout the multi-county area, as noted in the 2009-2013 Cowlitz Lewis 
Economic Development District Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy,13 and as outlined in 
the Cowlitz Economic Development Council Economic Development Strategic Plan.14 The area’s 
economic development vision and mission centers around achieving economic prosperity, maintaining 
rural quality of life, promoting the creation of family wage jobs, diversification of the economic base, 
and growth, development, and retention of business and industry. Our data collection efforts have 
shown a direct correlation between these economic goals and the need for improved broadband 
infrastructure and access for local residents’ and visitors’ use. In addition the community should 
increase its local web presence and content to attract additional tourism, promote regional ecommerce, 
and enhance the experience for visitors at local events and attractions. 
 
Education and Research.  High speed and reliable broadband connectivity would provide improved 
services and learning opportunities to the area’s schools and would enhance local educational programs. 
The need for broadband to improve educational opportunities is twofold: improving opportunities for 
residents of the Mount St. Helens area and improving opportunities for others to access the educational 
and research opportunities provided by the mountain and its surrounding natural resources.  
 
Each of the public schools in the area is served by broadband through a state funded program; however 
many students do not have in-home internet access, and stakeholders noted the need for improved 
internet access to support the educational needs of the area’s youth and adults.   
 
Lower Columbia College (LLC), located in nearby Longview, provides the high schools in the area the 
opportunity to participate in the Running Start Program, which 
allows students to access on-line courses at LCC while remaining at 
their home high school. Though students have the access at the 
schools, they do not necessarily have the access at home. The 
college offers 237 online courses, and it had a 2011-2012 school 
year enrollment of over 1,300. Making use of this opportunity is a 
critical component to lifelong learning and retraining workers.  
 
Fort Vancouver Regional Library’s bookmobile arrives every two 
weeks to serve a portion of Woodland and parts of nearby Clark 
County. Broadband connectivity might encourage similar programs 
to serve the Mount St. Helens area, and offer internet-based 
opportunities such as online research or job searching. In addition, 
as homeschooling education opportunities increase, so does the 
need for reliable internet service. Continuing education for 
workforce development and accessing healthcare information for 
patients and their caregivers also top the list for adults and older 
population. As with the broadband needs for economic 
development and public safety; low-speed, unreliable internet 
connections found in the study area are insufficient to support 21st 
century online educational and research needs. 
 
                                                           
13 http://www.cwcog.org/cledd/documents/2009CEDSReport.pdf 
14 http://cowlitzedc.com/documents/CowlitzEDCStrategicPlan.pdf 

A variety of research opportunities can 
be made available with broadband, 

through the Mount St. Helens Institute, 
the Coldwater Creek Science and 
Learning Facility, Lower Columbia 

College, the U.S. Geological Survey, and 
area universities. 

http://www.cwcog.org/cledd/documents/2009CEDSReport.pdf
http://cowlitzedc.com/documents/CowlitzEDCStrategicPlan.pdf
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The area is ripe for developing opportunities with the Mount St. Helens Institute, the Coldwater Creek 
Science and Learning facility, Lower Columbia College, and the U.S. Geological Survey, but these 
opportunities fall short without adequate broadband availability and local content to share easily and 
effectively. 
 
The Mount St. Helens Institute is an anchor educational and scientific research institution in the Mount 
St. Helens area. The non-profit organization, founded in 1996, offers programming to help visitors and 
residents understand and protect the Mount St. Helens volcano through education, research, and 
stewardship. For example, in Spring 2013, students from local high schools, including high schools in 
Toutle and Castle Rock participated in the Mount St. Helens Institute’s High School Eco-Research 
Conference, which took place at Washington State University Vancouver. The Institute supported the 
students’ research through collaborations with scientists and on-site data collection using a variety of 
technologies.15 Other entities involved in this effort include Washington STEM, the US Forest Service, 
Washington State University-Vancouver, the World Forestry Institute, ALS Global, Vernier Software and 
Technology, and the Pacific Education Institute. Data continues to be collected each year from 
permanent research plots dedicated to the program. This program provides real-world opportunities for 
students to engage in hands-on learning experiences and gain insights into future scientific and technical 
careers. Learning opportunities include field studies, vegetation and aquatic sampling, Leave No Trace 
ethics, and data entry and analysis; however broadband-dependent lessons related to GPS use and 
Google mapping are still pending.16 
 
A variety of efforts are being made to collect and capture data about the Mount St. Helens National 
Monument and make it available to researchers and students. For example, all Mount St. Helens 
researchers are encouraged to participate in and contribute to the Mount St. Helens Research Database.  
This collection of research is funded in part by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service PNW 
Station, housed within the Forest Science Data Bank (FSDB) associated with the Andrews Forest Long-
Term Ecological Research (LTER) program, and run by the Department of Forest Science at Oregon State 
University.17 Collaborations like these support the long-term study of the mountain and provide access 
to a wealth of ecological information to researchers and university students. 
 
The level of broadband service at the Mount St. Helens Institute facilities and in the surrounding areas in 
which the Institute and other entities offer programming is not sufficient for the current level of 
research activities. In addition, an increased level of broadband service will afford a variety of 
opportunities to develop, expand, and improve research programming, in turn boosting the region’s 
offerings for tourism, education, and science. For more information about research opportunities 
through the Mount St. Helens Institute that would be made possible through improved broadband 
service, see Appendix F: Site Research and Study Opportunities for the Mount St. Helens Institute and 
Partnering Entities. 
 
Public Safety. The lack of comprehensive and reliable internet access poses a public safety risk for 
members of the Mount St. Helens community. In general, the area’s public safety facilities have internet 
connections; however, the public safety providers have no access to data networks when they are 
outside of the stations along the 503 and 504 corridors. Public safety providers in the study area also 
                                                           
15 http://www.columbian.com/news/2013/may/01/students-share-knowledge-about-mt-saint-helens/ 
16 http://www.mshslc.org/volcanic-explorations/stem-research-experience/ 
17 http://www.fsl.orst.edu/msh/aboutfr.htm 

http://www.columbian.com/news/2013/may/01/students-share-knowledge-about-mt-saint-helens/
http://www.mshslc.org/volcanic-explorations/stem-research-experience/
http://www.fsl.orst.edu/msh/aboutfr.htm
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currently do not have access to the Cowlitz County Sheriff’s Department’s computer aided dispatching 
system, due to their lack of mobile connection.  
 
Public safety providers and other stakeholders emphasized the importance of mobile data access for 
locating, reaching, and rescuing tourists and patrons of the area’s recreational opportunities in the case 
of emergency. Public safety providers cannot carry computers in their cars, because there is no “800 
trunking” available in this part of the area, as is available nearby in Longview, Kelso, and Vancouver. 
They currently receive information about the location of the emergency on paper prior to leaving the 
station to take with them or via text (if there is wireless service) or two-way radio once they are en 
route.   
 
Mobile internet connectivity and enhanced connectivity at public safety facilities would greatly improve 
public safety providers’ ability to make use of the technologies available to them, file reports and logs, 
get up-to-the-minute information about a fire or rescue event, reduce emergency response time, and 
reduce the amount of time and resources spent responding to false alarms. It would also provide 
necessary safety services to remote locations in the study area, some of which operate with limited staff 
outside of regular business hours, and allow the area to further open itself up to tourism and 
recreational opportunities.   

SWOT Analysis 
The range of assessments of broadband service performed as part of data collection efforts informed a 
look at the state of broadband service, access, and use in the Mount St. Helens Study Area. Table 2. 
Analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats below provides a comprehensive analysis 
of the broadband strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) that are present in the 
Mount St. Helens Broadband Study Area. For example, strengths discuss the characteristics of the study 
area that encourage and support broadband expansion. Weaknesses discuss the characteristics of the 
study area that may hinder the area without further broadband implementation or adoption. 
Opportunities represent elements that could be exploited in order to support broadband development.  
Threats are elements or issues that could arise as a result of a lack of broadband access and 
infrastructure. The SWOT addresses all aspects of broadband, including: 
 

• coverage, availability, and affordability;  
• service use (residential or business);  
• type of service (fiber, wireless, or mobile/cellular); and 
• service need (economic development, tourism, public safety, education, outdoor education, 

healthcare, or citizen engagement). 
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Table 2. Analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

General • Proximity to Portland, Seattle, 
and I-5 corridor 

• Nearby hi-tech industries: 
Microsoft, Intel 

• Area rich in natural resources 
and opportunities 

• Washington State ranked #1 in 
broadband adoption, network 
speeds, and economic structure 
by TechNet 

• Broadband benefits and uses 
are highly valued by small 
businesses and residential 
users  

• Lack of population density, 
diseconomies of scale for 
broadband implementation 

• Seasonal community 
• Demographic trends for 

counties reflect an aging 
population and families with 
children  

• Difficult and mountainous 
terrain impacting wireless 
services and cost for wireline 
network construction 

• Washington State Broadband 
Initiative (SBI) funding 
opportunities 

• Washington State Department 
of Commerce Local Technology 
Planning Team grant program  

• Expanding market opportunities 
for modern travelers and new 
business growth 

• Loss of economic growth (job 
access, business attraction, 
education) resulting from a lack 
of broadband connectivity 

•  Aging populations more 
dependent upon broadband for 
access to government services, 
healthcare, and public safety 
support 

• Under-utilization of Universal 
Service Funds and Public Safety 
networks for broadband usage 
and access 
 

Broadband Coverage and 
Availability  

• Multiple wireless and wireline 
service providers within the 
study area increase 
competition for available 
service 

• Adoption of wireless services 
and smart phone devices by 
consumers and first responders 
increases demand for wireless 
networks 

• Nearby towns (e.g., Longview, 
Kelso, Kalama, Woodland) are 
sufficiently covered to support 
residents’ homes, workplaces, 
schools, and anchor institutions 

• Poor and inadequate 
broadband and cell phone 
coverage for roads, park access 
roads, and park sites 

• Existing broadband coverage 
maps not granular enough to 
support study and network 
assessment 

• Topography hinders wireless 
broadband connectivity 

• Harsh weather hinders wireless 
operations periodically 

• Limited commercial investment 
capital due to limited ROI for 
residential and rural markets 

• Broadband and cell phone 
access varies dramatically 
across the study area 

• Fixed wireless networks provide 
existing towers for middle mile 
connection for roads and 
parkland areas 

• Tourism creates needs for hot 
spot access areas for 
ecommerce and local 
information 

• Whitespace spectrum 
availability for enhanced 
transport and access 

• Aggregation of demand from 
different segments and user 
groups in service area lowers 
cost of broadband 
infrastructure and operations 

• Lack of adequate local content 
and information for tourists and 
casual visitors 

• Lack of public safety data 
access for residents, tourists 
and first responders 

• Limited market demand 
restricts economic return for 
commercial providers due to 
low density and high capital 
costs to build out 

• Communities where workers 
and support industries are 
located will need broadband to 
support local economy and 
tourism needs 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Affordability  • Residential internet rates are 

relatively affordable, where 
available, based on average 
income levels in the area; rates 
for wireline internet range from 
$20-$75 per month 

• First Responder networks and 
mobile computer or smart 
phone access is limited and 
expensive 

• Creation of hot spots for causal 
users in tourist and shopping 
areas 

• Aggregation of park, 
telemedicine, and public safety 
needs support targeted wireless 
network projects 

• Better leveraging USF programs 
for subsidies and support 

• Limited coverage and high 
mobile pricing packages for 
traveler hinders tourism.  

• Limited access to internet 
through WIFI hot spots is a 
deterrent to tourism and small 
businesses 

Service Use 
Residential • Engaged citizenry and funding 

to allow residents to have a 
voice in broadband deployment 
options 

• Network connections at schools 
within the study area are 
provided through the 
Washington State K-20 
Education Network to ensure 
equal access to the internet at 
schools throughout the state 

• Lack of awareness of available 
broadband infrastructure 

• Accessing existing networks 
cost prohibitive for area 
residents 

• Reduction or stagnation of local 
tax base for counties with 
limited or no adoption of 
broadband 

• Awareness campaign with 
development of MSH 
Broadband study 

• Increase presence of local 
business, attractions, and 
community activities would 
stimulate local adoption and 
support needs of visitors 

• Permanent resident out-
migration to other areas within 
the region that provide faster 
and more reliable broadband 
connectivity 

• Current smart phone adoption 
has grown to 56% of population 
and a larger percentage of 
affluent and mobile society  

• Difficulty selling property due 
to limited broadband 
connectivity 

Business • 93% of respondents to the 
business broadband survey 
indicated they at least 
somewhat satisfied with their 
internet service 

• Lack of awareness of available 
broadband infrastructure 

• Accessing existing networks is 
cost prohibitive for area 
businesses 

• Broadband access and website 
presence increases small 
business revenues between 
20% to 30% on average 

• Business out-migration to other 
locations within the region that 
provide faster and more 
reliable broadband connectivity 

• Inadequately trained workforce 
for local jobs and emerging new 
jobs 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Type of Service 
Fiber • Fiber to Toutle Lake High School 

and PUD site in Toutle provided 
by Cascade Networks 

• Fiber from I-5 to Swift Reservoir 
provided by Cascade Networks 

• Actual available fiber capacity 
on individual networks is 
unknown 

• Uncertainty about who can 
access the fiber infrastructure 
along 504 corridor 

• Cost to install could be 
prohibitive for many sites 

• Tap into existing fiber networks 
provided by Cascade Networks 
to increase broadband 
connectivity at little additional 
cost to the consumer 

• Providers may explore 
technologies to make fibers 
available if business case is 
sufficient 

• Business models may not 
support increased access to 
fiber infrastructure 

Wireline (cable modem, 
xDSL) 

• Widely deployed in larger cities 
and denser sections of study 
area 

• Cable modem technology is 
available in all areas where 
cable television is provided 

• xDSL network service is 
dependent on wire distance 
from equipment – farther 
locations cannot get same 
speed offerings as closer 
locations 

• While technology may be 
available in the area, cost to 
install may be prohibitive if 
location is set back a significant 
distance from roadway right-of-
way 

• Consultation with providers to 
seek expansion of current 
capabilities and network 
coverage 

• Significant cost to extend 
networks to serve very remote 
areas 

Satellite • Available in all areas of both 
counties. 

• Dense local tree cover 
complicates installation, as 
satellite receivers needs a clear 
‘view’ of satellite 

• Service reliability may be an 
issue during periods of heavy 
rain or snow 

• Latency is always an issue with 
satellite-based broadband 

• Recent upgrades allow for 
higher speeds than previously 
available for remote areas 

• Latency issues preclude use for 
real-time applications such as 
conferencing or gaming and 
may complicate VPN-type 
connections 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Fixed Wireless • Cascade Networks has some 

infrastructure to provide point-
to-point wireless service along 
the 503 corridor in many places 
where wireline broadband is 
not available 

• Forest Service will not typically 
share facilities other than 
physical infrastructure; 
separate wireless radios would 
be needed if the Forest Service 
were a partner, increasing the 
costs for the connection 

• Topography hinders wireless 
broadband connectivity in most 
areas 

• Deployment of Cascade 
Networks and/or Stephouse 
Networks wireless service in 
areas where only satellite 
service is available 

• Fixed wireless service could 
bridge the gap in fiber 
connectivity to east end of 504 
corridor 

• Smart phone adoption has 
increased to 56% of population 
in last 12 months increasing 
expectation for broadband 
access for tourists and local 
users 

Mobile/Cellular • US Cellular investments along 
the 504 corridor and in Toutle  

• Success of the US Cellular tower 
near Swift Reservoir, due to 
early planning by stakeholders 

• Both Verizon and US Cellular 
provide service along 503, 
increasing competition for 
affordable and reliable 
broadband connectivity 

• Cowlitz County Sherriff’s 
Department’s computer aided 
dispatching system 

• Public safety providers in 
Cowlitz County have no access 
to the Cowlitz County Sheriff’s 
Department’s computer aided 
dispatching system, due to lack 
of mobile connection 

• Three quarters (75%) of 
respondents to the the business 
broadband survey indicated 
that mobile/cellular service is 
only fair or poor 

• Verizon cellular service is only 
available through “bleed over” 
from tower servicing Clark 
County 

• While wireless access may be 
available in a wide area along 
the corridors, different 
equipment is required to obtain 
service from different 
providers. No mobile/cellular 
provider has service in all parts 
of the study area 

• Potential to model US Cellular 
tower near Swift Reservoir; 
MSH Broadband study will help 
with early engagement so that 
towers can serve largest 
amount of people possible  

• Lack of mobile access for first 
responders delays emergency 
response time and reduces 
effectiveness and reliability of 
public safety services 

• Lack of mobile access for 
residents and visitors hinders 
their ability to contact and seek 
help from first responders in 
case of emergency 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Service Need 
Economic Development • Most businesses are tied to 

area-specific amenities—
hotels/restaurants, retail, 
education/outdoor education, 
professional services, visitors’ 
services, outdoor recreation, 
and forestry/fire/mining—and 
are therefore less likely to 
relocate 

• Strong tourism, service, and 
natural resource business 
market with potential to grow 
with better internet access and 
marketing  

• Limited “social marketing” 
opportunities – Facebook, 
Foursquare, Yelp, etc. 

• Limited range of 
accommodation options for 
visitors—predominantly 
campgrounds and RV parks 

• Limited or non- consumer 
friendly local information on 
gas, food, accommodations, 
attractions, shopping, or “local 
interest” options 

• Expand telework opportunities 
– 25% of survey respondents 
are self-employed 

• Expand offseason sales 
opportunities for local artists 
and other businesses through 
ecommerce 

• Create local broadband 
ecosystem focused on regional 
information, community 
activities, electronic mall for 
small business products and 
services, education, and sports  

• Loss of economic growth (job 
access, business attraction) 
resulting from a lack of 
broadband connectivity 

• Loss of tourism revenue due to 
limited web presence for 
international and domestic 
travelers  

• Loss of retirement travelers due 
to inadequate first responder 
and local internet coverage for 
their family and tour guides 

Tourism • Strong domestic and 
international tourism interest, 
which can be leveraged with 
better broadband and smarter 
PR and Internet marketing 
focus 

• Mount St. Helens world-
renowned landmark 

• Outdoor recreational 
opportunities—hiking, biking, 
etc. 

• Fire and Ice Scenic Loop project 
• Local music festival/concert 

series 
• Yale Valley Annual Arts Festival 

• Current level of public safety a 
barrier for Forest service 
expanding recreational facilities 
and programming 

• Drops in tourism over the past 
decade 

• Limited “social marketing” 
opportunities – Facebook, 
Foursquare, Yelp, etc. 

• Limited Internet presence for 
local attractions, community 
events, and local products and 
services 

• Enhance and expand local 
music festival/concert series 

• Enhance and expand Yale Valley 
Annual Arts Festival 

• Expand online marketing and 
outreach through social media 
– Facebook, Foursquare, Yelp, 
etc. 

• Enhanced and aggregated web 
presence would secure new 
international and domestic 
tourism dollars and potentially 
extend stays for targeted 
attractions 

• Lack of reliable public safety 
and limited social marketing 
opportunities could result in a 
continued decline in tourism—
one of the area’s most 
important economic bases 

• Competitive travel and tourism 
markets dramatically influenced 
by internet research and 
planning for vacations and 
recreation  

• Limited access for smart phone 
and non-consumer friendly 
websites for attractions reduce 
family and older generation 
visits 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Public Safety • State of Washington Public 

Safety communications 
initiatives 

• Engaged local public safety 
leadership investigating 
broadband capabilities and 
technology options for first 
responders  

• No computers in first 
responders’ vehicles, as no 
“800 trunking” available in this 
part of the area, as is available 
nearby in Longview, Kelso, and 
Vancouver 

• No access to the Cowlitz County 
Sheriff’s Department’s 
computer aided dispatching 
system, due to lack of mobile 
connection 

• FirstNet Funding Opportunities 
• Improve broadband 

connectivity to increase sense 
of security—first responders 
would know how to respond 
when calls come in, because 
they know what the problem is 
and whether it is an emergency 

• Aggregation of public safety 
and telemedicine needs for 
localized telemedicine network 
grants for rural and 
underserved areas  

• As recreational use increases 
throughout the area, public 
safety connectivity needs will 
increase, and a heavier burden 
will be placed on first 
responders to provide public 
safety service without sufficient 
broadband connectivity 

• Lack of reliable public safety 
provision as a result of limited 
broadband connectivity hinders 
residential in-migration, 
business attraction, and 
tourism 

Education • Lower Columbia College E-
Learning program offers a 
variety of online courses and 
degrees 

• Network connections at 
schools within the study area 
are provided through the 
Washington State K-20 
Education Network 

• Limited broadband connectivity 
at libraries, schools, and 
community centers 

• Low levels of participation 
within the area in the Lower 
Columbia College E-Learning 
program 

• USDA Rural Utility Service 
Distance Learning and 
Telemedicine Loans and Grants 
Program funding 

• FCC Schools and Libraries 
Program (E-rate) 

• Limited K-12 education limits 
college and technical school 
acceptance and success 

• Limited workforce 
development and continuing 
education accreditation 
negatively impacts at home 
work force and employers 
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Issue Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Outdoor Education • Mount St. Helens Institute 

science, research, educational, 
and volunteering programming 
attracts students and adults 
from across the country and 
throughout the world 

• DLS service through the phone 
(Qwest?) available near the 
Mount St. Helens Institute 
Amboy facility 

• Mount St. Helens Institute 
office in Amboy at the National 
Volcanic Monument 
Headquarters relies on service 
through the Forest Service, and 
must therefore comply with 
Forest Service encryption and 
security protocols 

• Lack of broadband connectivity 
at Coldwater Science and 
Learning facility 

• No mobile service available in 
the field surrounding the 
Mount St. Helens Institute 
facilities 

• Make use of mobile access by 
the Mount St. Helens Institute 
to sign patrons up for 
programming in the field, sell 
merchandise, collect data, 
collect donations, etc.  

• Respond to interest from 
schools to broadcast live 
virtual events from Johnson’s 
Ridge and Coldwater Science 
and Learning facilities 

• Create interactive internet 
access points and guide 
information to enhance visitor 
experience with appropriate 
local content 

• Missed educational 
opportunities for the Mount St. 
Helens Institute to share 
information in the form of 
photos and videos and do real 
time data analysis  

• Missed opportunity for 
collaborative uploading and 
analysis of data that is 
collected in the field using 
digital data collections tools 

• Negative impact to tourism 
caused by lack of local 
knowledge and interactive 
guide information versus other 
alternatives 

Healthcare • Lower Columbia College Rural 
Outreach Nursing Education 
Program 

• Park Service and Public Safety 
awareness of broadband 
wireless access for improved 
response times, site location, 
and onsite communications 
with medical and fire expertise 

• Lack of reliable networks makes 
telehealth impossible  

• Family and caregiver concerns 
for elderly or younger family 
members access to first 
responder or medical care if 
need 

• Implement telehealth services 
for aging population – 19% of 
survey respondents are retired 

• USDA Rural Utility Service 
Distance Learning and 
Telemedicine Loans and Grants 
Program funding 

• US DHHS Telehealth Network 
Grant Programs 

• FCC Healthcare Connect Fund 

• Aging population and chronic 
care needs are being addressed 
by telemedicine services 
requiring better wireless access 
coverage 

• Inadequate cell phone and 
data coverage increases risk 
and response times for 
emergencies and accidents 

Citizen Engagement • Cowlitz County spending 
$550,000 on a system to 
provide live streaming of 
meetings, online permitting, 
and online court record access 

• Lack of connectivity in the 
Mount St. Helens area limits 
citizen access to resources in 
Cowlitz County’s online system 

• Provide citizens the 
connectivity they need to 
access Cowlitz County’s new 
online system 

• Loss of citizen engagement and 
government participation due 
to lack of access to Cowlitz 
County’s new online system 
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Gap and Needs Analysis  
Based on the research and collaboration with local stakeholders about broadband service in the Mount 
St. Helens Study Area, the section that follows is an analysis of the gaps in broadband coverage, as well 
as the needs for additional broadband infrastructure and service. The maps and corresponding analysis 
that follow suggest several key points: 
 

• The Washington State Broadband Map coverage areas are overly optimistic, compared with the 
data about broadband coverage obtained through the study process. 

• Fiber optic connections are maintained through the U.S. Forest Service, but there is no external 
connection to this infrastructure available at this time. 

• There is an issue of disparate networks in regard to public safety, which presents a significant 
concern, as it severely limits the ability of public safety organizations to fully support all areas of 
the counties. 

• The distinction between residential and business service is blurring, as residential users are 
beginning to require the same always-on connections and high speed capacity that was typical 
for a business installation. 

• Some type or level of data connection may be available in many locations throughout the area; 
however it often cannot be considered a reliable broadband connection. Some users have had 
to resort to this option, because there is no other alternative, but it cannot support the level of 
service needed for businesses and residents. 

• As the counties are planning for growth within the Mount St. Helens Study Area, they must 
encourage growth that can access necessary services, including broadband. 

Study Area Broadband Coverage 
Infrastructure availability was determined through 
multiple methods. A physical site visit was conducted 
along the 503 (including the communities surrounding 
the Swift Reservoir in western Skamania County on 
Forest Roads 25, 90, and 99) and 504 corridors to 
observe installed infrastructure components and 
topography challenges. Service providers were 
contacted for details on individual system coverage and 
tools provided by the service providers (coverage maps) 
were considered. Personnel at the U.S. Forest Service 
were consulted to determine the presence and 
availability of USFS owned fiber resources. During the 
physical site visit, wireless signal strengths were tested 
using an RF spectrum analyzer to measure available 
signal strengths to determine the likelihood of a user 
obtaining a reliable connection. Other resources, such as 
the FCC records database for licensed wireless 
frequencies were also utilized. 
 
Based on available data obtained though the study 
process, the team determined that the Washington 
State Broadband Map coverage areas are overly 

A physical site visit was conducted to observe installed 
infrastructure components and topography challenges. 
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optimistic. Figure 2 below depicts broadband coverage based on data obtained through the study 
process, while Figure 3 displays coverage according to the Washington State Broadband Map. While it 
may be possible to obtain service in some of the areas depicted in the Washington State Broadband 
Map, the level of service could be insufficient to be considered “broadband,” the reliability may not be 
consistent, and the costs and effort to establish service may be unreasonable for the typical installation. 
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Fiber Optic Connections 
Several providers have fiber optic lines 
constructed though portions of each 
corridor. On the 504 corridor, 
CenturyLink, Comcast, and Cascade 
Networks have extended fiber lines from 
Castle Rock to Toutle. The U.S. Forest 
Service has also installed a fiber optic 
line along Highway 504 from Johnston 
Ridge to Steward Dam Road. On the 503 
corridor, Cascade Networks and TDS 
Telecom have some fiber optic lines 
installed, but the TDS Telecom fiber does 
not go beyond Cougar, and the Cascade 
fiber does not go beyond the power 
plant at the Swift Reservoir. 

 
The US Forest Service fiber does connect to 
the main facilities of Johnston Ridge, 
Coldwater Creek, and Hoffstadt Bluffs, but 
the connections do not provide broadband 
services. The connections provide internal 
network connectivity for Forest Service 
use, as well as telephone service and 
maintenance/monitoring of remote 
equipment. The only external connection 
to this fiber is a connection to the 
CenturyLink equipment in Kidd Valley. At 
the current time, all eight fibers that are 
installed are in use for current services. 
Figure 4 below depicts the fiber optic 
infrastructure within the study area.  
 

As in the Forest Service fiber case, the actual presence of fiber optic lines may not indicate that fiber 
capacity is available. These fiber optic lines may be all in use for current services, dedicated for future 
use, dedicated for spares or maintenance, or unusable. There is also technology available that can 
compress or multiplex existing signals on multiple fibers down to a single fiber to make other fibers 
available for use. The possibilities and costs of such technology would need to be considered when 
planning any enhancement of fiber capacity, and a business case would have to justify the modifications 
necessary. 
  

Typical underground vault for USFS fiber conduit 

Johnston Ridge also has WildBlue satellite service, though service is 
inadequate for their needs. 
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Public Safety Blackout Areas 
Based on discussion with local authorities, the graphic in Figure 5 depicts areas generally considered 
blackout areas in regard to using data services in public safety vehicles. Local public safety organizations 
have had to adapt to what is available in different areas of the counties. Generally, the Cowlitz County 
Sheriff vehicles use a service provided by Sprint and only available along the I-5 corridor and in larger 
cities like Longview, Castle Rock, Kelso and Woodland. Skamania County Sheriff has equipped the cars in 
the Swift Reservoir area with data cards that will connect with US Cellular tower just south of the Swift 
Reservoir. Certain areas, such as along the 503 corridor around Cougar and Yale Lake, depend on what 
service the public safety vehicle has at the time. Some areas are served by a combination of Verizon and 
US Cellular, but if the safety vehicle only has equipment to connect to the Sprint network, this area is 
not served. 
 
The issue of disparate networks in regard to public safety is a significant concern, as it severely limits the 
ability of neighboring public safety organizations to fully support all areas of the counties. 
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Service for Residences and Businesses 
Service maps are provided for wireline and wireless services. The distinction between a residential 
service and business service is blurring, as residential users are beginning to require the same always-on 
connections and high speed capacity that was typical for a business installation. The distinguishing 
feature may be the price, as it may be easier for a business to justify a higher installation or monthly 
charge due to the increase in revenue that the broadband connection enables. See Table 1: Listing of 
Available Broadband Service by Provider, Type, Speed, and Cost for more information about the types 
and levels of service offered within the study area.  
 
For wireline services along a portion of the 504 corridor, both CenturyLink and Comcast are available. 
CenturyLink connections are provided by VDSL and ADSL2+ technology. This can provide a connection 
speed of up to 40Mb/s, but the actual performance is a function of the distance from the local 
equipment. Figure 6 is a general outline of the CenturyLink service area. Due to distance from the 
equipment and cable routing paths, some areas outside the shaded area would be able to obtain 
suitable CenturyLink service, but there may also be areas within the shaded portion that cannot be 
provided suitable service. 
 
Comcast service is based on DOCSIS cable modem technology. This is available wherever the Comcast 
coaxial service has been deployed along the 504 corridor, as depicted in Figure 7 below. While initially 
deployed as DOCSIS 1.1 and 2.0 and limited to 20 Mb/s, most deployments are being upgraded to 
DOCSIS 3.0, which can support speeds in excess of 200 Mb/s. The actual availability may be limited by 
installation costs, as properties set back from the road right-of-way would incur a significant installation 
charge to extend the cable network. Generally, those properties within 300 feet can be installed for a 
nominal fee, but as the distance exceeds 500 feet the costs can be considerable. As the counties are 
planning for future growth and are documenting regulations for planning and permitting, they should 
ensure that future development is built in such a way to allow for the easiest and most inexpensive 
access to necessary services, including broadband, if possible. 
 
Along portions of the 503 corridor, TDS Telecom provides xDSL-based broadband service.  This can 
provide a connection speed of up to 25Mb/s, but the actual performance is a function of the distance 
from the local equipment.  Figure 8 is a general outline of the TDS Telecom service area.  Due to distance 
from the equipment and cable routing paths, some areas outside the shaded area would be able to 
obtain suitable TDS service, but there may also be areas within the shaded portion that cannot be 
provided suitable service. 
 
On the 503 and 504 corridors, wireless service is provided by AT&T, US Cellular, and Verizon, as depicted 
in Figure 9. Wireless coverage is significantly affected by the topography and somewhat by dense tree 
presence and foliage. Once east of the I-5 corridor, there are few towers to support coverage for the 
entire study area. Additionally, the technology used by different carriers precludes roaming agreements 
due to incompatibility of the handset devices. Both Stephouse Networks and Cascade Networks can 
provide some fixed wireless service in the areas along 503 from Woodland to Cougar, but it would have 
to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Two satellite-based service providers also provide coverage of the entire project area. WildBlue and 
Hughes Network Systems provide services. The speed and reliability of these services are contingent on 
installation and weather issues. Latency is always a concern with geo-synchronous satellite-based 
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systems. Latency causes slight delays in every transaction through these types of services and impacts 
any real-time applications such as video conferencing or gaming. Installation may be complicated by 
dense foliage or tall tree cover, as the receiving terminal (satellite dish), requires an unobstructed 
“view” of the satellite. During the public meetings, several attendees commented about unsatisfactory 
speeds but recognized the availability as a last resort. 
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Toutle River

Figure 7
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Kalama River

Figure 8
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Economic Impact Analysis  
Reliable broadband infrastructure is required for the economic growth of a rural area like the Mount St. 
Helens Study Area. The demand for broadband is such that both residential and business users require 
the same always-on connections and high speed capacity, and the benefits of this type of service will 
continue to increase in the next decades as broadband becomes even more essential to economic 
growth, safety, and quality of life. The Gap and Needs Analysis above identifies key areas that lack 
sufficient broadband service, and research shows that areas that lack service are significantly 
disadvantaged when it comes to economic opportunity.  
 
Population Growth and Employment. Evidence shows that when broadband first reaches a community, 
it brings economic and population growth with it. For example, an analysis of the impact of broadband 
found that counties with broadband availability by 1999 experienced higher growth in employment and 
the number of businesses than those counties without broadband. In an analysis that looked solely at 
rural counties, comparing counties with relatively high broadband availability in 2000 and similar 
counties without, the high broadband counties, from 2002 to 2006, experienced relatively higher growth 
in total employment, wage and salary jobs, and the number of business proprietors.18 According to a 
study by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), for every 1% increase in broadband 
penetration, there is up to a 5.32% increase in employment, and this relationship was found to be 
concentrated in fields such as financial services, education, and healthcare.19 Moving a community from 
no broadband providers to up to three providers is associated with 6.4% employment growth, and the 
strongest correlation is in the fields of utilities, information, finance and insurance, and professional, 
scientific, and technology services.20 Jobs in these sectors are more likely to be well-paying and diversify 
the economy, promote growth, and provide safeguards from economic swings.  
 
E-Commerce. For businesses and institutions, broadband makes it possible to have real-time interaction 
with customers and suppliers. “E-commerce” cannot occur in areas without adequate and reliable 
broadband access. In the state of Washington in 2011, gross business income from electronic shopping 
topped $3.1 billion, according to the Washington State Department of Revenue. Retail sales per capita in 
2011 in Cowlitz County were $1,000-$20,000, likely in areas well-served by broadband (e.g., I-5 cities of 
Kelso, Longview, Kalama, and Woodland). In Skamania County, they were less than $250. Increasing the 
opportunity for online shopping through improved broadband access for residents can significantly 
increase the amount of money spent per capita. In addition, increasing the opportunity for online 
shopping among local businesses through improved broadband access can significantly increase the 
amount of money spent by consumers both inside and outside the study area, as well as during the off-
peak season. 
 
Public Safety. Reliable public safety services are a prerequisite for any economic growth within an area. 
Growth along the corridors within the study area is dependent upon public safety broadband access 
throughout the area, including locations off the main corridors, in recreational and hiking areas. Quality 
public safety must have access to databases and mobile technology in the field. Many of these 
                                                           
18 Peter Stenberg, Mitch Morehart, Stephen Vogel, John Cromartie, Vince Breneman, and Dennis Brown, 
"Broadband Internet's Value for Rural America," Economic Research Report 78, (Washington: United States, 
Department of Agriculture, 2009). 
19 http://www.teleadvs.com/wp-content/uploads/ITU-BB-Reports_Impact-of-Broadband-on-the-Economy-
copy.pdf 
20 Public Policy Institute of California http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=866  

http://www.teleadvs.com/wp-content/uploads/ITU-BB-Reports_Impact-of-Broadband-on-the-Economy-copy.pdf
http://www.teleadvs.com/wp-content/uploads/ITU-BB-Reports_Impact-of-Broadband-on-the-Economy-copy.pdf
http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=866
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technologies involve receiving or sending data to distant points and the speed at which the data can be 
sent or received becomes a limiting factor in the usefulness of the technology. As Washington State 
plans for FirstNet, a nationwide, interoperable public safety broadband network, the counties must 
ensure that plans emphasize the interoperability of the Mount St. Helens area in order to support 
economic growth.  
 
Education and Healthcare “E-services.” The distinction between a residential service and business 
service is blurring, as residential users are beginning to require the same always-on connections and 
high speed capacity that was previously reserved for businesses. “E-services,” such as education and 
health care, which most likely today come with the use of data-intense graphic and video content, 
cannot be delivered without reliable high capacity broadband. Studies show that the most substantial 
economic opportunity costs for households who do not have access to robust broadband revolve 
around education and health care. The broadband gap limits the ability of households and employers to 
take advantage of telecommuting and telework. These programs can help to take advantage of the 
lower costs of living in rural areas, such as the Mount St. Helen’s Study area. The gap also prevents 
residents and businesses from taking part in the growing field of “E-services.” 
 
Reliable broadband service provides a variety of enriched learning opportunities and key educational 
advantages for students, especially those living in rural areas. According to a study by the U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce, these include improved instructional effectiveness through interactive learning 
opportunities; innovative educational delivery; professional development opportunities for educators; 
enhanced access to online learning resources; individualized learning opportunities; and more 
comprehensive and accurate data collection related to student performance.21 
 
For the populations that are most heavily reliant on healthcare services, such as the elderly, those 
suffering from chronic illness, or those living in rural areas, broadband has the ability to significantly 
enhance healthcare through telemedicine. Access to healthcare websites helps caregivers and patients 
access critical information, contact specialists, minimize travel and waiting times, and more effectively 
communicate and share information. Broadband can help healthcare providers improve medical 
outcomes, enhance patient monitoring, reduce errors and readmissions, and it allows healthcare 
providers to share medical expertise over long distances. These benefits translate to an overall increase 
in the health of the community, including its most vulnerable populations. 
 
Innovative Business Processes. Studies also show that the deployment of broadband technology across 
businesses improves productivity by facilitating the adoption of more efficient business processes and 
accelerates innovation by introducing new consumer applications and services. Broadband also leads to 
a more efficient functional deployment of enterprises by maximizing their reach to labor pools, raw 
materials, and consumers.22  

                                                           
21 http://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/about/US_Chamber_Paper_on_Broadband_and_Education.pdf 
22 It is important to note that the uses that the Internet provided ten years ago are the not uses that are most 
important today and the uses that are most important today will probably not be the most important in ten years. 
An analysis of the economic impact of broadband deployment and adoption opportunity costs associated with not 
having broadband access must take into account not only the current uses of the Internet, but also the uses it will 
have in the future. While this is hard to predict, the cost of not having full access to information and 
communication technology will grow as the power of those technologies grows. In the future, current uses will 

http://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/about/US_Chamber_Paper_on_Broadband_and_Education.pdf
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Opportunities for Expansion of Service by Sector 
Based on the research indicating the positive economic impacts broadband provides, improved service 
within the gaps identified in the Gap and Needs Analysis would afford multiple opportunities for 
business growth, tourism, public safety services that businesses and residents require, and educational 
opportunities residents rely on. 

Economic Development & Tourism 
Create an Online Portal for Local Businesses. With extensive broadband coverage, all local businesses 
could take advantage of the marketing and outreach opportunities that the internet provides. Small 
businesses in the area, including recreational tourism, restaurants, lodging, and artists, require a basic 
web presence to allow for commerce and searching. The quality of the online experience these 
businesses provides influences the number of people who visit and how long they stay, and it provides 
them with a more consistent experience. Businesses also must be able to link to mapping and social 
media sites like Google Maps, Facebook, and Foursquare. Economic development groups, such as the 
Cowlitz Economic Development Council and the local Chambers of Commerce, should assist in 
supporting an online portal that aggregates information about local businesses and features online 
locations, listings of events, hours of operation, and menus or service offerings. Economic development 
groups might also assist with offering low-cost trainings for local businesses to make effective use of the 
broadband services they currently have and those that become available in the future. 
 
Expand Low-Cost Wi-Fi Opportunities for Tourists. White space radio technology is providing a new 
opportunity to leverage available spectrum between TV channel spectrums for other uses. The spectrum 
has advantages for penetration similar to cellular spectrum and provides competitive cost points for 
transports to rural areas. Creation of Wi-Fi hot spots for downtown or tourist areas provide 
opportunities not only for tourism, but also for small business, public safety, residential use, etc. 
Opportunities for using white space are looking more positive with new network equipment and pilot 
program rollouts in 2013. Specialized networks can be created to support targeted communities or 
service areas for education access, telehealth, tourism, downtown public Wi-Fi area, etc. This is not yet 
an established service, but it could prove to be beneficial for rural areas, because it expands the area 
served from each tower and has potentially lower cost points for construction and operations. Public 
safety could use this technology to provide a more uniform interface to other services from their 
vehicles and designated control sites.  

Public Safety 
Aggregate Healthcare and Public Safety at Strategic Locations. A challenge to the public safety 
providers in the Mount St. Helens Study Area involves the need to provide safety and emergency 
services in remote locations, due to the prevalence of visitors, hikers, and researchers. With service 
availability in some of these remote areas, facilities can be set up to provide a variety of public safety 
services, potentially also including healthcare, to visitors and residents alike. These clinical sites will 
become hubs for the community, with the potential to provide a host of public safety, emergency 
services, and healthcare and telehealth, all enhanced and made possible by the opportunities 
broadband provides for rural communities. The aggregation of services for a facility such as this provides 
a greater chance for funding opportunities to support it. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
grow less important and those uses which today are described as possibilities will become more important. Most 
likely, each future use will require faster and more robust broadband capacity.  
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Ensure the Mount St. Helens Broadband Study Area is Included in Statewide FirstNet Planning. The 
Gap and Needs Analysis identified significant deficiencies in broadband to support public safety services, 
specifically related to using data services in public safety vehicles. As the state of Washington engages in 
planning to establish a single nationwide, interoperable public safety broadband network, a case must 
be made to ensure that FirstNet provides sufficient and reliable connections to the public safety 
providers within the Mount St. Helens Broadband Study Area. Without this service, the area will 
continue to face significant challenges related to the disparate networks available in various parts of the 
area, as well as lacking the capacity to provide public safety services that are prerequisites for economic 
and residential growth. 

Education 
Expand Participation in the Lower Columbia College E-Learning Program. Lower Columbia College, 
located in Longview, WA, is nearby to the study area. The college offers associate and professional 
degrees and certifications to over 7,700 students every school year, over 5,700 from Washington 
State.23 The college’s E-Learning program, which offers 237 online courses, had a 2011-2012 school year 
enrollment of over 1,300. To support access to the E-Learning program, the college has been piloting a 
project since the 2007-2008 school year to set up internet-connected hubs at area high schools, 
including Toutle Lake High School, allowing students to participate in the E-Learning program from their 
local high school, regardless of their ability to access a reliable internet connection in their home. High 
schools within the study area are eligible to participate in this program. An increase in overall 
connectivity, but especially at schools, community institutions, and in homes, would provide residents of 
the area greater ability to access higher education opportunities offered through the College without 
leaving their community. This will have the added benefits of ensuring a talented and educated pool of 
workers is available to hold high-quality jobs within the area.  

Service Upgrades 
As mentioned in the Gap and Needs Analysis above, gaps in broadband service exist in the Mount St. 
Helen’s Broadband Study area. While the current broadband service is adequate in the towns of 
Longview, Kelso, Kalama, and Woodland, gaps exist outside of these populated areas. Wireless service is 
available along Route 504 and in Toutle and along Route 503, and there is also a cell tower providing 
wireless service along the Swift Reservoir. While wireless service is adequate in these areas, topography 
and harsh weather in the area can hinder wireless broadband connectivity. 
 
A variety of upgrades may be possible, provided a business case can be made to expand service. Table 3: 
List of Potential Upgrades by Location below provides a list of each of the upgrades discuss in this 
section. The Gap and Needs Analysis identifies a variety of single locations, and an opportunity to make 
minimal upgrades (less than $50,000). These upgrades would be limited to specific locations, such as the 
Hoffstadt Bluffs facility, Eco Park, or the campground on 503. In a few instances, a specific site could be 
served by Cascade Networks, if an investment in a tower to get above the tree line could be made or a 
subsidy could be provided to extend the cable plant or the DSL network(s) to serve an additional anchor 
institution.  If there was an anchor institution site at Kidd Valley that could not get service, or the service 
was insufficient, then an investment of under $50,000 could probably ‘encourage’ CenturyLink or 
Comcast to extend service to the site.  
 

                                                           
23 Based on 2011-2012 data. 
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The US Forest Service fiber optic lines are “closed,” and there may be logistical and political challenges 
associated with providers gaining open access to these lines. Comcast, CenturyLink, and Cascade 
Networks all provide fiber to Toutle; but a gap exists between Toutle and where the Forest Service fiber 
begins. If funding were available, and a case could be made to the Forest Service to show that it is in its 
best interest to allow providers to connect into this fiber, it would provide significant broadband 
capacity upgrades for any facilities between Kidd Valley and the Johnston Ridge Observatory. More 
significant upgrades (over $50,000) could also include some type of public/private partnerships.  The 
cost to actually extend fiber from Toutle to Kidd Valley could be shared to encourage multiple providers 
to be available along the corridor. Gaining access to the existing fiber, and ensuring that they are 
“lighted” is key to encouraging economic growth in the area. If needed, an additional fiber could be 
placed in the existing conduit system which houses the existing Forest Service fiber. This would allow 
multiple providers to service locations along this route. 
 
CenturyLink and Cascade Networks, have also explored the possibility of extending fiber connection, 
which would also extend its DSL network to Kidd Valley. They report that this would be at a significant 
cost, and the installation project is not currently scheduled. As an interim solution, or as an alternative 
in the absence of fiber connections past Toutle, Cascade Networks has explored the possibility of a 
microwave data connection from Castle Rock to Hoffstadt Bluffs or Johnston Ridge via Signal Peak, 
which could also be used to leverage the fiber owned by the Forest Service. Cascade Networks has also 
considered, but not initiated, expanding fixed wireless service along both the 503 and 504 corridors. Due 
to the significant costs associated with expanding this infrastructure, a strong business case must be 
made to justify installation by service providers. 

Along the eastern end of the 503 corridor 
and on Forest Roads 25, 90 and 99, 
additional fiber placement costs would be 
prohibitive and limited in value. Wireless 
service is the only practical solution at this 
time. Wireless backhaul equipment could be 
utilized to distribute service to various 
towers to cover the area, but the more 
significant issue would be providing 
power. The new cellular tower at the Swift 
reservoir provides power with solar power 
and a diesel generating plant, although this 
increases installation and operational 
costs. A public/private partnership where 
the power and tower could be leased to 
service providers may be enough to 

encourage deployments. Some of the power and tower installations may also be possible in 
coordination with the FirstNet deployment. Involvement in the Washington State FirstNet planning 
process is key to this coordination.  
  

Line-of-site view from Johnston Ridge to Signal Peak Mountain. The 
distance is approximately 16 miles. 
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Table 3: List of Potential Upgrades by Location 
Location Service Option 
Minimal Upgrades (less than $50,000) Along 504 
Hoffstadt Bluffs 
facility 

This location could be served by Cascade Networks if an investment in a tower to 
get above the tree line could be made or a subsidy could be provided to extend 
the cable plant or the DSL network(s) to serve an additional anchor institution. 

Eco Park This location could be served by Cascade Networks, if an investment in a tower 
to get above the tree line could be made or a subsidy could be provided to 
extend the cable plant or the DSL network(s) to serve an additional anchor 
institution. 

Kidd Valley anchor 
institutions 

CenturyLink, Comcast, or Cascade Networks could be ‘encouraged’ to extend 
service to the site. 

Between Toutle and 
where Forest Service 
fiber begins 

A case could be made to the Forest Service to show that it is in its best interest 
to allow providers to connect into this fiber. 

Minimal Upgrades (less than $50,000) Along 503 
Campground on 503 This location could be served by Cascade Networks, if an investment in a tower 

to get above the tree line could be made or a subsidy could be provided to 
extend the cable plant or the DSL network(s) to serve an additional anchor 
institution. 

Significant Upgrades (over $50,000) Along 504 
Fiber from Toutle to 
Kidd Valley 

The cost to install fiber along this corridor could be shared to encourage multiple 
providers to be available along the corridor by establishing a public/private 
partnership. 

Additional fiber in 
the existing Forest 
Service fiber conduit 
system  

Allow multiple providers to service locations along this route. 

Extend distribution 
to Kidd Valley 

CenturyLink, Comcast, and Cascade could all extend service, but this is not 
currently scheduled for economic reasons. 

Significant Upgrades (over $50,000) Along 503 and Forest Roads 25, 90, 99 
Fiber on eastern end 
of 503 and Forest 
Roads 25, 90 and 99 

Placement costs would be prohibitive and be limited in value.  This option is not 
recommended. 

Wireless at new 
cellular tower at 
Swift reservoir 

Develop with a public/private partnership or in coordination with FirstNet where 
the power and tower could be leased to other service providers.  This approach 
could be modeled in other areas, such as Forest Road 25, to get other towers 
built. 
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Appendix A: List of Stakeholders 
 
Thank you to the following stakeholders, who provided direct input during data collection efforts via 
participation in public meetings, direct stakeholder engagement, and/or survey responses. 
 

• Monica Babine, Washington State University 
• Heath Cameron, Civil Engineer, U.S. Forest Service 
• Renee Carney, Director of E-Learning, Lower Columbia College 
• Dave Cox, Under Sheriff, Skamania County Sheriff’s Department 
• Alice Dietz, Cowlitz Economic Development Council 
• Steve Harvey, Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG) 
• Ryan Hennessey, Comcast 

Michael Higgins, Transportation Supervisor, Toutle Lake School District 
• Karla Hiler, Police Clerk, Woodland Police Department 
• Ed Johnson, Engineer, US Cellular 
• Mike Karnofski, Cowlitz County Commissioner 
• Jennifer Keene, Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG) 
• TJ Keiran, Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG), City of Castle Rock 
• Brian Magnuson, Cascade Networks, Inc.  
• Jim Misner, Cowlitz County Commissioner  
• Mike Moss, Executive Director, Cowlitz Regional Conference Center 
• Charlie Rosensweig, Cowlitz County Sheriff’s Department  
• Will Saunders, Washington State Department of Commerce 
• David Sisson, Construction Manager, CenturyLink 
• Dawn Smith, Owner, EcoPark resort, Cowlitz County Tourism Coordinator, and resident 
• Mark Smith, Owner, EcoPark resort and resident 
• Travis Southworth-Neumeyer, Executive Director, Mount St. Helens Institute 
• Gary Stewart, Fire Chief, Cowlitz-Skamania Fire District 7 
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The following entities were given the opportunity to participate in data collection efforts via invitations 
to public meetings, direct stakeholder engagement, and or/survey outreach. 
 

• Local Businesses 
• Internet Service Providers (AT&T , Cascade Networks, CenturyLink, Comcast, Stephouse 

Networks, TDS Telecom, US Cellular, Verizon) 
• Educational Institutions (Castle Rock School District, Green Mountain School District, Kelso 

School District, Lower Columbia College, Toutle Lake School District, Woodland Public Schools) 
• Local Governments (City of Castle Rock, City of Kalama, City of Kelso, City of Longview, City of 

Woodland, Skamania County) 
• Chambers of Commerce (Castle Rock Chamber of Commerce, Kalama Chamber of Commerce, 

Kelso Longview Chamber of Commerce, Skamania County Chamber of Commerce, Woodland 
Chamber of Commerce) 

• Public Libraries (City of Longview, City of Woodland, City of Castle Rock) 
• Religious Institutions 
• Public safety providers (Cowlitz County 911 Dispatch Center, Cowlitz County Fire Department, 

Cowlitz County Sheriff’s Department, Kalama Police Department, Skamania County Sheriff’s 
Department, Woodland Police Department) 

• Economic Development Entities (Cascade Employers Association, Cowlitz Economic Development 
Council, Lower Columbia Community Action, Skamania County Economic Development Council) 

• Forest and Parks Service (Hoffstadt Bluffs, Mount St. Helens Forest Learning Center, Mount St. 
Helens Visitor Center at Silver Lake, Seaquest State Park, U.S. Forest Service) 

• Parks and Recreation (Cowlitz County Parks and Recreation) 
• Transportation (Port of Longview, Southwest Washington Regional Airport) 
• Tourism (Cowlitz County Convention and Visitors Bureau, Cowlitz County Tourism Bureau) 
• Mount St. Helens Institute 
• Tribal (Cowlitz Tribe) 
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Appendix B: Public Meeting Materials and Notes 
 
During a site visit to the study area in February 2013, two public meetings were held to allow for 
stakeholders to provide input on the broadband feasibility study being conducted. The opportunity to 
participate in these public meetings was advertised through direct email outreach to area stakeholders 
and on websites and through social media channels. One meeting took place along the 503 corridor at 
the Cougar Fire Station, and the other took place along the 504 corridor at Toutle Lake High School. Both 
meetings were held in the evening to allow for a maximum level of attendance. The meetings were 
conducted in a roundtable format, where stakeholders were free to provide input on their broadband 
priorities and needs.  
 
This appendix includes: 
 

• Public meeting outreach flyer 
• Public meeting sample agenda 
• Notes from public meeting #1 
• Notes from public meeting #2 
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Public Meetings on Improving Broadband 
Infrastructure in the Mount St. Helens Area 
 
The Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG), the Cowlitz Economic 

Development Council (CEDC), and ICF International are gathering input for an 
analysis of broadband infrastructure needs in the Mount St. Helens area. 

 
Plan to attend one of two public meetings, where we will be gathering input 
about YOUR broadband needs as we work to improve broadband service and 

access in your community. 
 

Tuesday February 19 @ 6pm 
Cougar Fire Station  

16728 Lewis River Road  
Cougar, WA 98616 

 

Wednesday February 20 @ 6pm 
Toutle Lake High School  

Multi-Purpose Room 
5050 Spirit Lake Memorial Highway 

Toutle, WA 98645 
 

Please RSVP to broadband@icfi.com. Hope to see you there!  
 
 

 
 

 

Please also take our 
online surveys! 

 
Resident Survey: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s
/MSHResidentialBB 

 
Business Survey: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s
/MSHBusinessBB 

 

mailto:broadband@icfi.com
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHResidentialBB
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHResidentialBB
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHBusinessBB
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHBusinessBB
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Improving Broadband Infrastructure 
in the Mount St. Helens Area 

 

Public Meeting Agenda 
Tuesday February 19th, 2013 @ 6pm 
Cougar Fire Station 
16728 Lewis River Road  
Cougar, WA 98616 
 

Welcome and Introductions Jennifer Keene, Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments 
Alice Dietz, Cowlitz Economic Development Council 

• Welcome 
• Attendee introductions 

 

Meeting Overview Lara Malakoff, ICF International 

• Project background 
• Meeting objectives 

 

Overview of Broadband Planning Process Kevin McNichol, ICF International 

• Initial discussion of available telecommunications technologies 
• Preliminary thoughts and recommendations 

 

Survey of Broadband Needs Lara Malakoff, ICF International 

• Introduction to the survey 
• Take the survey 

 

Broadband Priorities Group 

• Roundtable discussion of broadband priorities 
• Summarize priorities 

 

Question and Answer Session 
 Group 

Summary and Next Steps 
 
 

Lara Malakoff, ICF International 
Kevin McNichol, ICF International 
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Improving Broadband Infrastructure 
in the Mount St. Helens Area 

 
About the Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments 

The Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments’ (CWCOG) purpose is 
to serve its members by providing a regional forum to address issues of 
mutual interest and concern, develop recommendations, and provide a 
wide variety of technical and contractual services. The CWCOG’s mission 
is to efficiently utilize resources so as to yield long-term benefits that 
enhance the quality of life for our communities and region. 

 
Learn more: www.cwcog.org  
Contact: Jennifer Keene, Project Manager, jkeene@cwcog.org  
 
 
About the Cowlitz Economic Development Council 

The Cowlitz Economic Development Council (CEDC) continually 
supports business expansion and retention through strategic 
alliances and strong community support. Serving Cowlitz 
County since 1979, CEDC is a proactive, results-oriented 
public/private partnership working with over 260 associates to 
assist businesses to relocate or expand in Cowlitz County. CEDC 

promotes job creation and investment while maintaining the county's exceptional environment and high 
quality of life. 
 
Learn more: www.cowlitzedc.com 
Contact: Alice Dietz, Director of Programs, dietz@cowlitzedc.com  
 

 
About ICF International 

ICF International is a diversified professional services firm that partners with clients to 
deliver consulting services and technology solutions. ICF’s Broadband Group helps 
communities, governments, non-profits, and businesses leverage broadband 
infrastructure to meet community economic development goals and improve quality 
of life. At ICF, we understand that the end goal of broadband is not the network 
itself—rather it is the possibilities that come from providing citizens and businesses 

with access to the services that ride over the network.  
 
Learn more: www.icfi.com/broadband 
Contact: Lara Malakoff, Broadband Associate, lara.malakoff@icfi.com 
 Kevin McNichol, Expert Consultant, kevin.mcnichol@icfi.com 

http://www.cwcog.org/
mailto:jkeene@cwcog.org
http://www.cowlitzedc.com/
mailto:dietz@cowlitzedc.com
http://www.icfi.com/broadband
mailto:lara.malakoff@icfi.com
mailto:kevin.mcnichol@icfi.com
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Mount St. Helens Stakeholder Input Meeting #1 – Cougar Fire Station (Route 503) 
February 19th, 2013 

 
Level of Service in the Area 
 
Mark Smith, Resident/Owner, Eco Park Resort 

• Eco Park originally did not have access to power, telephone or any wireless services. Mark had 
to sue the Federal Government to get access to the power lines that were run for the Forest 
Service. He now also has phone lines and recently was able to get limited Internet via a wireless 
‘hotspot’ from US Cellular.  

• Unsure whether there is fiber along 504 or just the connections for fiber. A small portion is to be 
finished up in Kid Valley. 

• On 503, there is fiber in two directions and it goes right past the resort. Providers say they serve 
the business, but it is cost prohibitive. 

• Costs: Modems: $50 per month; Satellite: $90 per month, and half the speed; WildBlue dish in 
Kid Valley is $59-$89 per month. 

• Dish service is too slow and too unreliable; it slows down periodically, rather than maintaining 
speed and charging more (most people would be willing to pay). Although some people have 
access to a satellite connection for Internet, it is VERY limited when sending files, such as 
uploading pictures. 

• Some residents in Kid Valley had dial up service until very recently. 
 
Gary Stewart, Cougar Fire Chief 

• TDS Telecom and Cascade Networks have fiber to Cougar, but few details on this. 
• There is spotty cell service, but it is provided by a mix of Verizon at the east end of his district 

and AT&T at the west end of his district. The AT&T service is really provided by towers that are 
there to serve Clark County, but there is enough ‘bleed over’ that can be picked up in Cowlitz.  

• There is no service in Long Fir Resort in Cougar. There is no cell reception—it is right on the edge 
of service by the tower at the west end of the Swift Reservoir. This is a popular tourist spot. 
Howard owns/manages the resort and would be a good resource to talk to.  

 
Public Safety 
 
Gary Stewart, Cougar Fire Chief 

• The fire department would require wired and wireless connections for service both at the 
station and out on the road. 

• Once outside the station, there is no data capability at all for their vehicles. Fire safety staff do 
not carry computers in their trucks; though most other areas in the region do have this ability. 
Computers in vehicles would be useful so that the staff have information about the emergency 
by the time they reach the destination. They currently only have information on paper, and they 
receive texts or radio information to indicate if they have arrived in the right location. They do 
not have computers in their vehicles because there is no ‘800 trunking’ available in this part of 
the area (this is available in Longview, Kelso, and Vancouver). If they had access to the ‘800 
trunking’ system, they could file reports and logs and get additional information for a fire or 
rescue event.  
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• Connectivity is important for reaching and rescuing tourists (e.g., if they get lost on the trail or 
are sick or injured), because rescue staff could obtain GPS coordinates and locate the tourists. 
This is the most important data for crews to locate where the emergency is. With spotty and 
limited cell coverage, it’s impossible to get that data today. This will become more important as 
the area transitions to more recreational use.  

 
Mike Karnofski, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• The County installed a computer aided dispatching system for the Sheriff Department. This is 
used in areas of the county where there is good data access, but there is virtually no data access 
along the 503 and 504 corridors. Consider talking to the 911 center to understand more about 
the capabilities and limitations of this system as it relates to these corridors.  

• Also important would be cameras hooked up to the internet so that public safety providers 
could see the conditions in a building during an emergency. 

• Connectivity would enhance the ability of responders to use computers in their cars. 
 
Mark Smith, Resident/Owner, Eco Park Resort 

• The dispatch system faces many false alarms. 
• There are also facilities that operate outside 24 hours service, and there may not be regular 

phone service after the centers close. Hoffstadt Bluffs operates with one person at a time during 
some hours, and help is 45 minutes away. Not having good connectivity presents a huge public 
safety risk. 

• Eco Park sometimes only has a single staff present, and they have had people come in reporting 
emergencies, because they can’t reach 911 via any other method. 

• It would be an added sense of security to know how to respond when calls come in, because 
they know what the problem is and whether it is an emergency.  

• Mark is concerned about the waste of resources for false alarms. He noted that any false alarms 
from his site or Hoffstadt Bluffs (or any other site), requires a volunteer fire crew to be alerted, 
called to the fire station and scrambled to the scene only to find out that it is a false alarm. This 
takes quite a bit of time as the distances are great, and it also costs the county. There is also the 
risk when these crews are en route to a false alarm that they are not available for a real 
emergency.  

 
Education/Outdoor Education 
 
Mike Karnofski, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• Connectivity would provide improved technology services to the elementary schools.  
• Schools and teachers really need good access to the Internet to function effectively.  
• The Fort Vancouver Regional Library service (operated through the Yale Library District) brings a 

bookmobile to the area every other week, and connectivity would allow technology services to 
be offered through this program. 

 
Mark Smith, Resident/Owner, Eco Park Resort 

• Satellite service is not enough for data 
• Homeschooling is increasing 
• Increases in extended education so that students do not need to drive to Longview (e.g., Lower 

Columbia College) 
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• Having remote access would allow people (visitors or students) to do research BEFORE they 
arrive, allowing them to get “more” out of their visits. Cameras placed around the area to 
broadcast videos could contribute to education (even international education) of the natural 
resources, as well as the forestry industry. 

• Students on satellite have trouble doing homework because of periodic slows in connection 
speed. 

• Opportunities with the MSH Institute, local colleges, and live seminars from the USGS. 
 
Jennifer Keene, CWCOG 

• Virtual experiences are important, as traveling to the area (as part of STEM) depends on the 
school location and bus costs. Students can have virtual experiences in advance of traveling to 
the area so they know what to expect and have a richer learning experience. 

• Most of the schools in the area are connected (through a state-based program), but many of the 
students do not have connections at home. 

• The Lower Columbia College Running Start Program—classes are offered online and geared 
specifically to residents of Yale, Cougar, and Cougar. Currently, students can only access this 
program from the local schools during school hours, because of limitations in service. 

• The USGS also wants schools involved in the research they do around the area, and this would 
require connectivity.  

 
Alice Dietz, Cowlitz Economic Development Council 

• It is important to get a good broadband connection at the Coldwater Creek Science and Learning 
facility. This site will be used to bring larger groups in from schools and universities for studies 
and education and will need good Internet connectivity.  

 
Some wondered if the Gates Foundation should be approached about helping, as many of the aspects 
would improve educational experiences for all. 
 
Tourism/Economic Development 
 
Mark Smith, Resident/Owner, Eco Park Resort 

• Hopeful that broadband infrastructure will bring development beyond eco and RV parks. 
• The region is looking for reservation-based tourists, rather than drive-by. It is “normal’ now for 

people to go online and immediately book their whole trip, but they can’t do it with businesses 
in these corridors because there is no infrastructure. People need to know what is there BEFORE 
they get to a location. They do too much research online now to their potential destinations, 
and make decisions on that information that is available. 

• Mount St. Helens is visible 125 days of the year, and the capability to hook up cameras with 
broadband would allow tourists to confirm their ability to see the monument on a particular day 
before they arrive. Mark has explored some ideas like putting remote cameras in wilderness 
areas so people can get an idea what they will experience, even potentially putting a remote 
camera on an elk collar! Perhaps remote cameras would also help entities like Weyerhauser 
protect their equipment but also allow visitors to “experience” live logging activity in the area. 

• There is economic value for most homes if they can offer entertainment—movies, internet, and 
television. 
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• Willing to change from “off the grid” advertising for Eco Park if there is an opportunity. 
Marketing via social media is important and electronic media is more environmentally friendly. 

• There are high-tech industries nearby—Microsoft, Intel—what have they done to connect with 
the area? 

• Visitors to the area cannot post pictures and updates to social media like they can from other 
locations, which limits the amount of “social marketing” that happens for the area.  

• Strong feeling that other potential business will not even consider the corridors if there are not 
basic utilities, and broadband has now become just as important. Everything is currently 
“technology-based,” and if the county doesn’t adopt the technologies then people will go 
elsewhere to areas where they do have infrastructure. 

• Off-season sales (online) could help smaller businesses survive.  
 
Jennifer Keene, CWCOG 

• The homeowners’ association in the Swift Communities—this is a seasonal community—wants 
connectivity to add value when they try to rent their homes or run home-based businesses. 

• QR codes are popularly used to boost tourism by providing information about an area. These are 
useless without Internet connectivity, but are an important resource to get more information 
and help the educational aspects of the site. A lot of visitor sites now include QR codes on 
informational displays.  

• Vision for economic development is overnight accommodations close to the viewing area. The 
Coldwater facility could be converted to overnight accommodations. Stevenson is the nearest 
overnight facility (far south in Skamania County). 

• The Coldwater Science and Learning Center is set to open to the public and allow visitors to 
check out backpacks and trail guides. Grants are available for iPads to scan codes and take 
various hiking routes (virtual walks). They can be offered in different languages, and they are 
low cost because fewer rangers would be required. 

• If there were remote cameras that were accessible via the Internet, then recreational users 
might check and verify conditions are good and plan or continue trips, even though their local 
conditions might not look promising. There may be fog layers at some elevations, but clear 
visibility at other elevations. Remote cameras would allow people to justify a long trip rather 
than not risk making the trip in case it wasn’t clear.  

• It is important to get people to drive out to the end of the dead end route and find creative 
activities for people to do while they are there other than look at the mountain. 

• Mount St. Helens could increase its world renown if it had the ability to offer technology based 
recreational and educational activities. 

• Connectivity would allow for communication between businesses, such as the Woodland artist 
co-op development. 

• The area needs all of the different levels of lodging to attract a variety of visitors, also more 
restaurants. 

• Expanding access to the artist communities around Woodland, the Fire and Ice (tourism 
initiative through the CWCOG), Scenic Loop, etc. They just can’t do economic development 
without infrastructure. The 503 corridor is more about winter recreation, camping, renting gear 
for activities (camping, mountain biking, hiking, etc.) and also has (or could have) boutique 
businesses.  

• The Fire and Ice scenic loop is a tourism program in process at to CWCOG and between 4 
counties in the region, but many stakeholders say that there can be no economic development 
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until the infrastructure is available for connectivity. As part of this project, the 503 side is 
focused on water recreation, gear and equipment rental businesses—boutique businesses to 
complement the natural resources. 

• Restaurants or any kind of lodging really need Internet access to operate effectively. 
 
Mike Karnofski, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• Build upon the local music festival/concert series (organized by Alice Dietz at CEDC) 
• Build upon boutique artists, such as the Yale Valley Annual Arts Festival. Artists can engage in 

offseason sales online. 
 
Alice Dietz, Cowlitz Economic Development Council 

• This site could be opened up to the public where they could issue ‘self directed tours’ using 
backpacks with things like tablets so that visitors could explore the trails but also have all the 
information they would need. 504 is technically a dead-end road and people would need to 
have a reason to venture all the way down in order to support economic development. 

• There might even be an environmental impact of improved broadband access, as sites could rely 
more on electronic “marketing” rather than have to resort to traditional print media. This 
should be captured in the final plan. 
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Mount St. Helens Stakeholder Input Meeting #2 – Toutle Lake High School (Route 504) 
February 20th, 2013 
 
Attendees: 

• Will Saunders – WA Department of Commerce 
• Monica Babin – Washington State University – works on 2 of 5 broadband projects in the state 
• Alice Dietz – Cowlitz Economic Development Council – Priority: extend broadband up to 

Johnstons Ridge and Coldwater 
• Steve Harvey – CWCOG 
• Mike Higgins – Transportation supervisor at Toutle Lake HS – needs convincing about extending 

broadband up to Johnston’s Ridge, many people already have products they use to get 
connected without a connection, wouldn’t buy a house without internet 

• Dawn Smith – Cowlitz Tourism, Eco Park – safety issues, lives on 504 
• Mike Moss – Cowlitz County, manages Hoffstadt Bluffs – make this a banquet business, WildBlue 

is unreliable, security cameras around the facility 
• Brian Magnusen – Cascade Networks 
• Jim Misner – Cowlitz County Commissioner 

 
Level of Service in the Area 
 

• There are 40-50 residential lots above Hoffstadt Bluffs that require service 
• Elk Rock – signal point 
• Focus on fiber – what’s there, where does it go? Dawn was under the impression there was no 

fiber until a few years ago. There is mostly an informal exchange between people about what is 
there; Steve and Al at the Forest Service know the infrastructure. 

• Complex (cabinet) across from Eco Park that houses all phone systems 
• JRO parking lot gets service – US Cellular 
• Mike Higgins currently uses US Cellular, but he is unsure what others are using or need. 
• Mike Moss currently uses WildBlue at Hoffstadt Bluffs, but service is “spotty”, even on nice days.  
• The ‘high lakes’ area and Coldwater Creek really need to have broadband to be successful. 
• According to Jim Misner, the area was having problems with reliable power, but they have 

addressed that and now need to be focused on broadband and other infrastructure issues.  
 
Brian Magnuson, Cascade Networks 

• Brian related his experiences trying to get connectivity through the Forest Service fiber, and 
discussed some ways to improve access to the areas at the end of 504.  

• He provides fiber to the Toutle High School and to the PUD site in Toutle. He also has fiber all 
the way from I-5 to Swift Reservoir, but does not use it to support customers except in a couple 
areas.  

• Many people have told him that TDS provides DSL to the 503 corridor, but as far as he knows it 
really is only in certain areas (like around Cougar).  

• He is working on a solution for the PUD to provide redundancy to the fiber using a wireless 
solution. This will provide the PUD with alternatives if a tree knocks down the existing fiber 
and/or power. Cascade Networks could provide a wireless link from Castle Rock to either 
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Johnston Ridge or Hoffstadt Bluffs via a tower on mountain called Signal Peak. This solution 
would cost about $25K to install, and $1,200 to $1800/mo for tower space rental.  

• Brian also noted that the Forest Service will not typically share facilities other than physical 
infrastructure, meaning that separate wireless radios would have to be used if the Forest Service 
was a partner. This would increase the costs for the connection.  

 
Questions: 

• Mike Higgins asked if there were limits to the number of people who could share a fiber 
network, and the answer is no 

• Would the $10,000 connection fee by county umbrella over visitors centers? – this depends on 
the Forest Service. 

 
Public Safety 
 

• Mike Moss suggested it would be great to get remote cameras for security.  
• Jim Misner discussed the importance of GPS for public safety. Recreational access (ATVs)—

safety concerns; tell them where they are supposed to be, mapping the trails. 
• Public safety is a barrier for forest service opening up the recreational facilities – information 

about who exactly should respond 
• Dawn Smith at Eco Park says they have had people come to their site looking for emergency 

services because they could not contact them directly (via cell). 
 
Education/Outdoor Education 
 

• Brian Magnuson shared stories of parents having to bring kids to their local McDonalds so they 
could use the Internet to do homework because they could not get access at home. 

• Coldwater – how can they proceed starting without service? Satellite won’t do it 
 
Tourism/Economic Development 
 

• Local area residents looking for recreational access and overnight accommodations would be 
more successful if broadband was more prevalent. 

• Alice mentioned that guides or kiosks could also be customized with different languages for 
foreign visitors using broadband connections 

 
Jim Misner, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• Broadband is the key to economic development. We need it to give and get information. Success 
breeds success for future development up the corridor. 

• Without access to the utilities through the PUD, we are at a stalemate – How do you gauge what 
we’ve lost economically? 

• Tourism is a $200 million a year industry in Cowlitz; however visitation numbers have dropped in 
the area in the last decade. 

• The county would like to include 5 acre limits in the updated master plan, but would entertain 
other possibilities which would allow for larger developments like lodging.  

• Existing landowners have problems selling property due to limited access to power and Internet.  
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• There is “Timber Tax” proceeds that could be accessed to provide kiosks for visitors, and maybe 
other future services.  

 
Public Engagement and Open Government 
 
Jim Misner, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• Public outreach, want citizens to have access to government – Live streaming of meetings, 
online permitting processes, on-line access to court records (they’re spending $550K on a 
system to provide this to areas that currently have broadband). Technology investments by the 
county need to be able to be accessed by the citizens. 

 
Aging Communities 
 
Jim Misner, Cowlitz County Commissioner 

• Connectivity provides social ability for retirees moving into the area. 
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Appendix C: Broadband Survey Results 
 
To gain a deeper understanding of the needs for broadband service and the gaps that exist, surveys of 
households and businesses within the study area, as well as other area stakeholders, were administered.  

Survey Outreach and Administration 
The surveys were administered online using SurveyMonkey software.  Online administration of a survey 
of broadband access and use poses specific challenges related to possible skewing of the survey data 
(i.e., excluding potential respondents who do not have internet access and therefore are unable to 
complete the survey). The project team worked to mitigate these possible effects through varied 
outreach efforts.  The project team worked to mitigate these possible effects through varied outreach 
efforts. Survey outreach was conducted using three different methods. First, the surveys were promoted 
using the stakeholder list developed by the Cowlitz Economic Development Council (CEDC). Second, 
local community anchor institutions were contacted and asked to assist with survey outreach by 
promoting the surveys to their members and constituents at their locations and through their email and 
social media channels. Finally, hard copies of the surveys were distributed to attendees of each of the 
two public meetings. While the response rate may be skewed toward stakeholders with some degree of 
internet access, the total response rate was higher than expected given the small population of the area. 
The surveys asked for no identifying or personal information which could be tracked back to 
respondents.  
 
The residential and business surveys focused specifically on households and businesses along the Route 
504 corridor between I-5 in Cowlitz County and the Johnston Ridge Observatory in western Skamania 
County and along the Route 503 corridor between I-5 in Cowlitz County and the communities 
surrounding the Swift Reservoir in western Skamania County on Forest Roads 25, 90, and 99. These 
surveys asked respondents specific questions about their use of broadband for home and/or work, and 
the availability, type, speed, reliability, security, and cost of their broadband service. Since data needs 
vary with the particular target audience (i.e., households and businesses), two surveys—one for area 
households and one for area businesses—were administered. The residential and business surveys 
yielded 25 and 22 respondents respectively, and the results supplemented and confirmed the anecdotal 
information about broadband access, need, and priorities gleaned from direct engagement with area 
stakeholders. The residential and business surveys were in the field for approximately 90 days. 
 
The third survey was administered to capture information about the importance of broadband to 
stakeholders both within the study area and throughout the Mount St. Helens region. This survey asked 
respondents to identify their connection to the area (e.g., as a public safety provider, government 
employee, student, etc.) and provide some insights into where they have experienced gaps in service, 
the importance of broadband service within the area, and their vision for future broadband 
development within the Mount St. Helens area. This survey was in the field for approximately 30 days. 
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1. Do you live in Cowlitz or Skamania county?

2. Where within the counties do you live?

3. How old are you?

4. What is your highest level of education?

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

I live along the 503 corridor.
 

nmlkj

I live along the 504 corridor.
 

nmlkj

I do not live along the 503 or 504 corridors.
 

nmlkj

Under 18
 

nmlkj

1824
 

nmlkj

2544
 

nmlkj

4564
 

nmlkj

65 or older
 

nmlkj

Less than high school or equivalent
 

nmlkj

High school graduate, high school diploma, or the equivalent (for example: GED)
 

nmlkj

Associate's or Bachelor's degree (for example: BA, AB, BS)
 

nmlkj

Master's degree or more (for example: MA, MS, Ph.D.)
 

nmlkj
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5. What is your employment status?

6. In what industry are you employed?

7. How many people, including you, reside in your household?

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 

Employed by someone else
 

nmlkj

Selfemployed or own my own business
 

nmlkj

Out of work
 

nmlkj

Student
 

nmlkj

Retired
 

nmlkj

Hotels / Restaurants
 

nmlkj

Retail
 

nmlkj

Education
 

nmlkj

Public Services
 

nmlkj

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Mining
 

nmlkj

Utilities
 

nmlkj

Manufacturing
 

nmlkj

Construction
 

nmlkj

Transport / Distribution / Storage
 

nmlkj

Marketing / Media
 

nmlkj

Professional Services (e.g. Accounting, Legal, IT Support, Recruitment, Consulting)
 

nmlkj

Consumer Services
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

One
 

nmlkj

Two
 

nmlkj

Three
 

nmlkj

Four or more
 

nmlkj

Other 
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8. How many people under the age of 18 reside in your household?

9. What is your total household income?

10. On average, how often do you use the internet?

Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

None
 

nmlkj

One
 

nmlkj

Two
 

nmlkj

Three
 

nmlkj

Four or more
 

nmlkj

Under $19,000
 

nmlkj

$19,000  $24,999
 

nmlkj

$25,000  $46,999
 

nmlkj

$47,000  $56,999
 

nmlkj

$57,000  $69,999
 

nmlkj

Over $70,000
 

nmlkj

Daily
 

nmlkj

Weekly
 

nmlkj

Monthly
 

nmlkj

Never
 

nmlkj
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11. What is your reason for not using the internet (mark all that apply)?

12. How often do you use the internet for the following activities?

13. Do you have internet access in your home?

 
Internet Access and Use

daily weekly monthly never

Email, echat, video chat, file share (e.g., pictures) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessing news/Information nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Buying goods and services (e.g., books, music, clothing) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Managing finances (e.g., online banking, bill pay, mortgage payments, 
retirement fund)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social or professional networking (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Finding employment/jobs nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online education or training courses nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Entertainment (e.g., movies, videos, television, online gaming) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Medical or counseling sessions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Telecommuting or working from home nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Remote Security/Monitoring access nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

I don’t need to use the Internet.
 

gfedc

I don’t understand how to use the Internet.
 

gfedc

The Internet is too slow or doesn’t work well.
 

gfedc

I don’t have a computer.
 

gfedc

I don't have internet access in my home.
 

gfedc

I don't know where to go to access the internet.
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj
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14. What is your reason for not subscribing to the internet in your home (mark all that 
apply)?

15. How likely is it that you will subscribe to the internet in your home in the next three 
years?

16. Do you access the internet on a mobile device?

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

In home internet service costs too much.
 

gfedc

I don’t need to use the Internet at home.
 

gfedc

The Internet is too slow or doesn’t work well.
 

gfedc

I can’t find a company to provide Internet to my house.
 

gfedc

I don’t have a computer.
 

gfedc

I prefer to access the internet at another location.
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

Very likely
 

nmlkj

Likely
 

nmlkj

Somewhat likely
 

nmlkj

Somewhat unlikely
 

nmlkj

Very unlikely
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj
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17. How would you rate the cellular and cellular data service in your area?

18. Please mark each additional location at which you have access to the internet/at which 
you use the internet.

19. How do you access the Internet from home? 

20. Who is your Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

 

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Service

 
Internet Service

55

66

 
Internet Service

Excellent
 

nmlkj

Good
 

nmlkj

Fair
 

nmlkj

Poor
 

nmlkj

Work
 

gfedc

School
 

gfedc

Public library
 

gfedc

Community Center
 

gfedc

Home of a friend or relative
 

gfedc

Wireline (e.g., cable, DSL, etc.)
 

nmlkj

Wireless
 

nmlkj

Satellite
 

nmlkj

I do not know.
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj
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21. What does your home internet service cost you on a monthly basis?

22. What is your estimated internet speed? 

23. How would you rate your internet's speed, reliability, and cost? 

24. How satisfied are you with your current internet service?

 
Internet Service

Less than 1 Mbps 13 Mbps 47 Mbps More than 7 Mbps I do not know

Download nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Upload nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Service

Very good Good Average Poor Very Poor

Speed nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reliability nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cost nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Service

 
Internet Service

Less than $20
 

nmlkj

Between $21 and $50
 

nmlkj

Between $51 and $75
 

nmlkj

Between $76 and $100
 

nmlkj

More than $100
 

nmlkj

I don't know.
 

nmlkj

Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Satisfied
 

nmlkj

Somewhat satisfied
 

nmlkj

Not very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Not satisfied at all
 

nmlkj
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25. Why are you less than satisfied with your Internet service provider? Check all that 
apply.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. 

Thank you for your time. This survey is only for residents of Cowlitz and Skamania Counties who live along the 503 or 504 
corridors. You must also be at least 18 years of age to complete this survey. 

 
Thank you!

 
Thank you!

My internet service costs too much
 

gfedc

It is too slow when it works
 

gfedc

It frequently does not work
 

gfedc

Poor customer service
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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1. Is your business located in Cowlitz or Skamania county?

2. Where within the counties is your business located?

3. How many locations does your business have? 

4. Where do you you have other business locations?

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

 
Demographics

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

My business is located along the 503 corridor.
 

nmlkj

My business is located along the 504 corridor.
 

nmlkj

My business is not located along the 503 or 504 corridors.
 

nmlkj

1
 

nmlkj

25
 

nmlkj

more than 5
 

nmlkj

All of my business locations are along the 503 or 504 corridors.
 

nmlkj

All of my business locations are within Washington State.
 

nmlkj

I have business locations across the country.
 

nmlkj

Other 
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5. What is your business' principal activity?

6. How many staff other than yourself does your business employ at your site within 
Cowlitz or Skamania County?

7. For your entire business, what was its estimated total gross revenue (or budget, if a 
public or nonprofit organization) for the most recent 12month period?

 
Demographics

None 119 2049 50249 250499 500+

Fulltime equivalent nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Parttime equivalent nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Demographics

 

Hotels / Restaurants
 

nmlkj

Retail
 

nmlkj

Education
 

nmlkj

Public Services
 

nmlkj

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Mining
 

nmlkj

Utilities
 

nmlkj

Manufacturing
 

nmlkj

Construction
 

nmlkj

Transport / Distribution / Storage
 

nmlkj

Marketing / Media
 

nmlkj

Professional Services (e.g. Accounting, Legal, IT Support, Recruitment, Consulting)
 

nmlkj

Consumer Services
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

Less than $100,000
 

nmlkj

$100,001 – $500,000
 

nmlkj

$500,001 – $1,000,000
 

nmlkj

$1,000,001 – $5,000,000
 

nmlkj

More than $5,000,000
 

nmlkj
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8. Does your business subscribe to the internet?

9. What is your business' reason for not subscribing to the internet (mark all that apply)?

10. How likely is it that your business will subscribe to the internet in your home in the next 
three years?

Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

In home internet service costs too much.
 

gfedc

I don’t need to use the Internet at home.
 

gfedc

The Internet is too slow or doesn’t work well.
 

gfedc

I can’t find a company to provide Internet to my house.
 

gfedc

I don’t have a computer.
 

gfedc

I prefer to access the internet at another location.
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

Very likely
 

nmlkj

Likely
 

nmlkj

Somewhat likely
 

nmlkj

Somewhat unlikely
 

nmlkj

Very unlikely
 

nmlkj
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11. On average, how often does your business use the internet for businessrelated 
activities?

12. What is your business' reason for not using the internet (mark all that apply)?

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

Daily
 

nmlkj

Weekly
 

nmlkj

Monthly
 

nmlkj

Never
 

nmlkj

I don’t need to use the Internet.
 

gfedc

I don’t understand how to use the Internet.
 

gfedc

The Internet is too slow or doesn’t work well.
 

gfedc

I don’t have a computer.
 

gfedc

I don't have internet access in my home.
 

gfedc

I don't know where to go to access the internet.
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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13. How often does your business use the internet for the following activities?

14. Does your business access the internet on a mobile device?

15. How would you rate the cellular and cellular data service in your area?

daily weekly monthly never

Email, echat, video chat, file share nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessing news/Information nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Buying supplies and services nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Managing business finances nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Professional networking (e.g. LinkedIn) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Finding employees and post jobs nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessing continuing education and professional development 
opportunities

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Professional communications/connections nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Video conferencing or webinars nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Telecommuting or working from home nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Research and access to local, state, federal, or other contracting 
opportunities

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Internet marketing and advertising nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Internet sales (directly through customerfacing website) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Remote Security/Monitoring access nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Access and Use

 
Internet Service

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

Excellent
 

nmlkj

Good
 

nmlkj

Fair
 

nmlkj

Poor
 

nmlkj
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16. How does your business access the Internet? 

17. Who is your business' Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

 

18. What does internet service cost your business on a monthly basis?

19. What is your business' estimated internet speed? 

 
Internet Service

55

66

 
Internet Service

 
Internet Service

Less than 1 Mbps 13 Mbps 47 Mbps More than 7 Mbps I do not know

Download nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Upload nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Service

Wireline (e.g. cable, DSL, etc.)
 

nmlkj

Wireless
 

nmlkj

Satellite
 

nmlkj

I do not know.
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

Less than $20
 

nmlkj

Between $21 and $50
 

nmlkj

Between $51 and $75
 

nmlkj

Between $76 and $100
 

nmlkj

More than $100
 

nmlkj

I don't know.
 

nmlkj
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20. How would you rate your business' internet speed, reliability, and cost? 

21. How satisfied are you with your current internet service?

22. Why are you less than satisfied with your Internet service provider? Check all that 
apply.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. 

Thank you for your time. This survey is only for business along the 503 and 504 corridors in Cowlitz and Skamania 
Counties. 

Very good Good Average Poor Very Poor

Speed nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reliability nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cost nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
Internet Service

 
Internet Service

 
Thank you!

 
Thank you!

Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Satisfied
 

nmlkj

Somewhat satisfied
 

nmlkj

Not very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Not satisfied at all
 

nmlkj

My internet service costs too much
 

gfedc

It is too slow when it works
 

gfedc

It frequently does not work
 

gfedc

Poor customer service
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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ICF International, on behalf of the CowlitzWahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG), is conducting study of broadband access and use in the 
Mount St. Helens area.  
 
The study area is along the 503 and 504 corridors in Cowlitz and Skamania Counties. This survey is intended for anyone who has an interest in the 
success of this area, regardless of whether they live or work within the confines of the study area. Please take a few moments to complete the 
survey.  
 
If you live or work along the 503 or 504 corridors, however, please consider taking our Residential or Business surveys instead in order to provide us 
with more detail about your level of broadband service and need. 
 
Resident Survey: www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHResidentialBB 
Business Survey: www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHBusinessBB 

1. In what way are you associated with the Mount St. Helens area? (Check all that apply)

 

I work for the Parks Service or Forest Service
 

gfedc

I am a local elected official
 

gfedc

I work in local government
 

gfedc

I work in state government
 

gfedc

I am in the tourism industry
 

gfedc

I am a public safety provider (fire, police, medical, etc.)
 

gfedc

I am a student
 

gfedc

I am associated with a nearby university
 

gfedc

I am a regular visitor
 

gfedc

I am a onetime visitor
 

gfedc

I am a fulltime resident (if you live along the 503 or 504 corridors, please fill out our Residential Survey at: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHResidentialBB) 

gfedc

I am a seasonal resident (if you live along the 503 or 504 corridors, please fill out our Residential Survey at: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHResidentialBB) 

gfedc

I own a business in the area (if your business is located along the 503 or 504 corridors, please fill out our Business Survey at: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHBusinessBB) 

gfedc

I work in the area (if your place of work is located along the 503 or 504 corridors, please fill out our Business Survey at: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/MSHBusinessBB) 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 
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2. On a scale from 1 (no effect) to 10 (major effect), how much of an effect do you think 
improved broadband infrastructure will have on the following characteristics of the Mount 
St. Helens area?

3. Please briefly describe your experience with accessing internet connectivity along the 
503 and 504 corridors in the Mount St. Helens area. Where did you try to access it? Why 
did you need it? Where you able to get a connection? What was the quality of that 
connection?

 

4. Please briefly describe why you think it is important that broadband infrastructure in the 
Mount St. Helens area be improved.

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Increase in number of 
tourists visiting the area 
during peak season

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in number of 
tourists visiting the area 
during nonpeak season

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in amount of 
money tourists spend while 
visiting the area

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increased potential for new 
businesses to locate in the 
area

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in number of 
permanent residents 
moving to the area

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improved public safety 
services

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in property values nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in 
educational/outdoor 
educational programs 
offered

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increase in educational 
attainment of fulltime 
residents

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

55

66

55

66
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey! 
 
 
If you have further questions about this project, please contact broadband@icfi.com. 
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Survey Results 

Residential Survey 
Survey respondents’ employment information provides important insight into the community’s 
broadband needs. Half (50%) of respondents are employed by someone else, while a quarter (25%) are 
self-employed, 6% are out of work, and 19% are retired. Employed respondents reported working in the 
hotel/restaurant, education, public service, manufacturing, professional services, arts and culture, and 

real estate industries. About one third (31%) of 
respondents reported that someone under the age of 
18 lives in their household. This data confirms the 
community’s emphasis on improved broadband for 
economic development, tourism, public safety, and 
education. 
 
All respondents reported using the internet on a daily 
basis, and they indicated that they use it most often 
for the purposes of email, e-chat, video chat, and file 
sharing; accessing news and information; and social 
and professional networking. Few respondents used 
the internet for remote security/monitoring access, 
medical or counseling sessions, or online education or 
training courses, likely due to lack of availability of 
these options in their area. 
 

Eighty-eight percent of respondents reported that they have internet access in their homes through 
wireline, wireless, or satellite connections from Dish, Comcast, Wildblue, Earthlink, TDS, US Cellular, or 
Wanned. Most respondents are unsure what their download or upload speeds are, and opinions about 
speed, reliability, and cost are generally distributed evenly between very good/good, average, and 
poor/very poor. Twenty-one percent are not satisfied with their level of internet service, though almost 
four-fifths (79%) indicated that they are at least somewhat satisfied with their service. Among those 
who are not satisfied with their service, reasons include the internet frequently does not work or is too 
slow, or service costs too much. 

 
Those who do not have internet access in their homes 
reported that they do not because it costs too much, 
they do not need to use the internet at home, they 
prefer to access the internet at another location, or 
they do not own a computer. Regardless of whether 
they have internet access at home, respondents 
reported that they have access to the internet in 
places outside their home, including an overwhelming 
majority (85%) at work, almost half (46%) at the 
home of a friend or relative, or at a public library 
(15%), at school (15%), and at a community center 
(8%). 
 

Excellent 
13% 

Good 
25% 

Fair 
25% 

Poor 
38% 

How would you rate the cellular and 
cellular data service in your area? 

Hotels / 
Restaurants 

8% 

Education 
17% 

Public 
Services 

33% 

Manu- 
facturing 

8% 

Professional 
Services  

17% 

Other  
17% 

In what industry are you employed? 
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Sixty percent of respondents reported that they access the internet on a mobile device; however two-
thirds (67%) reported that cellular and cellular data service in the area is only fair or poor. 
 
Household income among respondents was reported to be either under $47,000 (36%) or over $70,000 
(64%). Half (50%) of those who subscribe to the internet at home pay monthly charges of between $21 
and $50, while more than a third (36%) pay more than $50 per month. The remaining 14% do not know 
how much they pay per month. 

Business Survey 
Among the businesses surveyed, three quarters (75%) of them operate their only location along the 503 
or 504 corridors. The types of businesses are: hotels/restaurants, retail, education/outdoor education, 
public services, professional services, visitors’ services, outdoor recreation (e.g. guided hiking, kayaking, 
and backpacking, campgrounds), religions institutions, forestry/fire/mining, and real estate. All but one 
business has fewer than 50 employees. Total gross revenue for the businesses that responded to the 
survey ranged; however, a signficant majority (67%) had revenues of less than $500,000 in the last year. 
A third (33%) had revenues of over $500,000 last year, 
with one business operating with gross revenues of 
over $5,000,000 last year. 
 
Two of the businesses surveyed indicated that they 
did not subscribe to the internet. One of those 
businesses indicated that it did not subscribe, as it 
cannot be on a public network for security reasons. 
This business does, however, have internet and data 
service accessed through a government network. The 
businesses that do subscribe to the internet do so 
using wireline, wireless, satellite, and/or air card 
connections provided by Comcast, Wildblue/Excede, 
Noanet, WA K20, TDS, Casacade Networks, or the U.S. 
Forest Service. Costs for internet connections ranged 
across the businesses, with some paying as little as 
$20 per month for connections, and others paying 
more than $100 per month.  

 
As with the respondents to the residential survey, most 
were unsure of their data upload and download speeds, 
however more businesses rated their speed, reliability, 
and cost for internet service as positive (good or very 
good) than they did negative (poor or very poor). In fact, 
businesses were far more satisfied with their internet 
service than their residential counterparts, with only 7% 
of respondents indicating they were not at least 
somewhat satisfied with their internet service. The single 
business that was unsatisfied with its internet service 
indicated that the service frequently does not work. 
 

Less than 
$20 
14% 

Between 
$51 and 

$75 
22% 

Between 
$76 and 

$100 
14% 

More than 
$100 
29% 

I don't 
know 
21% 

What does internet service cost your 
business on a monthly basis? 

Very 
satisfied 

21% 

Satisfied 
36% 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

36% 

Not 
satisfied at 

all 
7% 

How satisfied are you with your 
current internet service? 
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All businesses that responded to the survey 
indicated that they access the internet on a daily 
basis, most often to engage in email, e-chat, 
video chat, and file sharing; accessing news and 
information; engaging in professional 
communications and making connections; 
managing business finances, conducting internet 
marketing and advertising.  
 
Just over half (54%) of businesses also access the 
internet on mobile devices, though no 
respondents indicated that their cellular and 
cellular data service is excellent, and three 
quarters (75%) indicated that service is only fair 
or poor.  

Regional Stakeholder Survey 
The broadband regional stakeholder survey was 
designed to allow members of the community 
and region who are not residents or business 
owners along the 503 and 504 corridors to 
provide input into the level of broadband service 
within the Mount St. Helens area. This survey was 
shorter, more open-ended, and did not ask 
respondents to provide specific information 
about the use, level, and cost of service within 
the area. Rather, respondents were asked to 
identify their relationship to the area, provide 
anecdotal information about their experience 
accessing the internet while in the study area, 
and rate a variety of positive outcomes for the 
area resulting from improved broadband service 
based on how much of an effect they believed it 
would have. 
 
Twenty responses were received from members 
of the community and region who have stake in 
the economic success of the Mount St. Helens 
area, including the local workforce, area business 
owners, local elected officials, local and state 
government staff, members of the regional 
tourism industry, university affiliates, regular 
visitors, and full time residents of the region. 
 
Respondents were asked how they believed 
improved broadband infrastructure would affect the Mount St. Helens area. Generally, respondents 
believed improved access would result in improved public safety services, increased potential for new 

Good 
25% 

Fair 
37% 

Poor 
38% 

How would you rate the cellular and 
cellular data service in your area? 

Local  
elected 
official 

18% 

Work in 
local 

government 
31% 

Work in 
state 

government 
3% 

Tourism  
industry 

6% 

Associated 
with a 
nearby 

university 
3% 

Regular  
 visitor 

18% 

Full-time 
resident 

9% 

Own a  
business  

in the area 
6% 

Work in  
the area  

6% 

In what way are you associated with the 
Mount St. Helens area?  
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businesses to locate in the area, an increase in educational attainment of full-time residents, and an 
increase in education and outdoor educational programs offered. 

 
According to one respondent, broadband infrastructure is critical for business and residential 
development. It has become an essential service for all income and educational levels, and individuals 
and businesses depend on the internet for everyday communication. Another respondent addressed the 
importance of bringing broadband to the 504 and 503, because it is the first step in making the Mount 
St. Helens area proficiently accessible to tourists and locals alike. “As it stands, it's a good story and a 
beautiful mountain but completely lacks a draw to visit, stay, play and spend money. What a shame to 
waste such an amazing place by restricting access for businesses to grow and thrive. People aren't asking 
for sprawling resorts and mega industries, we just want to use the mountain like it was pre-May 18, 
1980, to truly enjoy what the area has to offer. If there are people wanting to spend their money, why 
not provide them access to do it? If people want to make memories, why not be the ones to provide 
them?” 
 
 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Increase in number of tourists visiting the area during non-peak season

Increase in number of tourists visiting the area during peak season

Increase in property values

Increase in amount of money tourists spend while visiting the area

Increase in number of permanent residents moving to the area

Increase in educational/outdoor educational programs offered

Increase in educational attainment of full-time residents

Increased potential for new businesses to locate in the area

Improved public safety services

On a scale from 1 (no effect) to 10 (major effect), how much of an effect do you think 
improved broadband infrastructure will have on the following characteristics of the 

Mount St. Helens area? 
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Appendix D: Using QR Codes and Online Reservation Systems for 
Business and Tourism Information 

QR Codes 
QR (Quick Response) codes are a type of matrixed barcode that is 
readable using an imaging device, such as a mobile phone with a camera 
or a smartphone. Essentially, QR codes are graphic representations of 
hyperlinks to digital content. QR codes are featured on traditional media 
(e.g., magazines, billboards, flyers, or, signage), and when scanned into a 
mobile phone, they provide web-based details about a location, business, 
or product. 
 
As of March 2012, nearly half (46%) of American adults owned 
smartphones, up from 35% the previous year.24 As a result, Americans 
can take advantage of the resources and tools that internet technology 
provides anywhere they have mobile internet access. QR codes offer a variety of benefits for providing 
information, learning opportunities, advertising, social media marketing, and way-finding. However, the 
benefits of QR codes are only as good as the mobile internet connections available where they are 
located.  
 
If sufficient mobile internet connections are available to support the use of QR codes, the Mount St. 
Helens area can use them to realize a variety of benefits to the economy, the tourism industry, outdoor 
recreation opportunities, and education. 
 
Using QR Codes for Information 

• QR codes placed at a tourism or visitors bureau or at key 
outdoor recreation locations can provide visitors with 
important information about weather conditions, trail 
closures, or other advisories.  

• QR codes placed at a tourism or visitors bureau or at key 
outdoor recreation locations can provide visitors with 
emergency contact information, which can then be saved and 
used as needed. In addition, QR codes placed strategically at 
outdoor locations can connect visitors directly with public 
safety providers in case of emergency. 

 
Using QR Codes for Education  

• QR codes placed along designated trails can provide visitors 
with a variety of educational content, including historical facts, information about native plants 
and animals, geological information, topography, and other natural resources. Interactive 
content might include YouTube videos, audio files, games, photos, maps, or detailed 
information. 

 

                                                           
24 http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Smartphone-Update-2012/Findings.aspx 

http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Smartphone-Update-2012/Findings.aspx
http://www.timesunion.com/sports/article/Mixing-technology-nature-to-lure-hikers-3687108.php
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Using QR Codes to Support Business 

 QR codes placed on materials at the check-in 
desk of a hotel, motel, RV park, or camp 
ground can provide customers with online 
information and/or coupons for nearby 
restaurants, shopping, and recreational 
activities. 

 QR codes placed on a takeout menu 
distributed at a local lodging site can link to a 
mobile restaurant website for online 
reservations, orders, and interactive 
directions. 

 QR codes placed on For Sale signs in front of a residential or commercial property or land for 
sale can provide additional specifications, photos and Google Maps location. 

 QR codes could be made available at outdoor recreational business (e.g., hiking, biking, rafting) 
that allow visitors to pay on site and immediately for services (e.g., tours or equipment rental). 
 

Using QR Codes for Social Media Marketing 

 QR codes displayed at local businesses provide links to Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, or Google 
Places, or Foursquare pages where 
customers can read customer reviews or 
leave their own feedback. 

 
Using QR Codes for Way-finding 

 QR codes placed along designated trails can 
provide information in Google Maps about 
current location, as well as nearby rest areas, 
emergency services, scenic viewpoints, 
lodging, food, and fuel. 

 
Tips for Effective QR Code Use25 

 Have a purpose. A QR code should do more than link to content. It should have a call to action 
for the consumer, such as to make a purchase or go to a location.  

 Make linked content mobile-friendly. Don’t link a QR code to a desktop website and force the 
consumer to pinch and flick to view the content. Ensure that the content is easily accessible and 
viewable on the mobile device used to scan the QR code. 

 Provide instructions. Don’t assume smartphone users know what QR codes are or how to use 
them. Provide brief instructions on where consumers can obtain an app to scan the code, and a 
brief description of what they will get for their effort. 

 Avoid using a proprietary two-dimensional barcode. Proprietary 2D barcodes can only be 
scanned with a corresponding proprietary app. This often means the consumer has to find and 

                                                           
25

 Adapted from 
http://www.outdoorindustry.org/education/library.php?newsId=18214&newsSubType=Business+Trends+%26+Ma
rketing&action=display 

http://www.outdoorindustry.org/education/library.php?newsId=18214&newsSubType=Business+Trends+%26+Marketing&action=display
http://www.outdoorindustry.org/education/library.php?newsId=18214&newsSubType=Business+Trends+%26+Marketing&action=display
http://www.99squared.com/blog/article/425/cross-selling-with-qr-codes-for-hotels-restaurants-and-pubs
http://shropshire.gov.uk/news/?attachment_id=8128
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download the app before scanning the code — a delay that could cause the consumer to 
abandon the transaction.  

 Be inclusive. Accompany the QR code with a mobile keyword or URL to make the content 
accessible to users of phones that have Internet access but cannot run scanning apps. 

 Use in cross-media campaigns. QR codes are essentially graphic representations of hyperlinks 
that connect consumers to digital content. As such they can be included in catalogs, print ads, 
billboards, websites, emails and social media as appropriate and are a great way to link content 
across various marketing channels. 

 Keep it simple. Put yourself in the shoes of the audience or consumer you are trying to reach. 
Ask yourself, “What would compel me to call up the app, scan the code, wait for the content to 
display and then view it?”  

 Incentivize. Offer a mobile app, a coupon, entry into a sweepstakes contest or some other 
incentive or reward to compel the consumer to scan your code. 

 
Common QR Code Readers and Supporting Technologies 

QR Code Reader Cost iPhone Android Blackberry  Windows 

NeoReader Free     

TapMedia’s QR Reader Free     

i-nigma Free     

QuickMark $.99     

ScanLife Free     

Barcode Free     

Optiscan $1.99     

QR Pro $1.99     

QR Scanner $.99     

QR app Free     

RedLaser Free     

quiQR $1.99     

Qrafter Free     

ShopSavvy Free     

QR Pal Free     

QR Droid Free     

mobiScan QR Free     

Scanner Pro Free     

BeeTagg Free     

PhraseMeme Scanner $1.99     

Stripes $.99     

 

Online Reservation Systems 
Online systems are increasingly being used to support outdoor tourism. As with a hotel, patrons are able 
to book their outdoor lodging and activities online, and in some cases patrons can even book lodging 
and find information using a mobile application. 
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Washington State Parks 
The Washington State Parks department makes use of an online reservation system for reserving or 
finding campsite availability.26 In addition, the Parks department also offers a free mobile application, 
The Official Washington State Parks Pocket Ranger®.27 The app provides advanced GPS maps showing 
trail data and terrain and allowing users to record their tracks from hikes, runs, or bike rides. A photo 
feature allows users to take photos and mark the coordinates of plant life, animal species, or landscape 
views. A feature also allows users to keep track of friends and family around the park. An alert feature 
supplies GPS coordinates to designated contacts in case of an emergency.  Online permits for Parks 
department facilities can also be obtained for access to park land, boat launching, commercial filming, 
commercial recreational use (i.e., kayak adventures, bike tours), and group events.  
 
U.S. Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region 
The Pacific Northwest region of the U.S. Forest Service provides online access to permits for events or 
commercial use, products and resources, and recreational passes.28 Also provided online are a variety of 
topographic and trail maps of forest areas.29 Users are also directed to online access to permits and 
passes from the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument website.30 
 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Through the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), patrons can purchase online the American the Beautiful – 
The National Parks and Federal Recreational Lands Annual Pass.31 This pass provides the pass owner 
access to Federally operated recreational sites across the country.  Users can also make online 
purchases through the USGS Store32 maps and educational materials, such as books, reports, and 
brochures. 
 
Mount St. Helens Institute  
Climbing permits are required year round to climb above 4,800 feet on Mount St. Helens. Permits can be 
obtained online through the Mount St. Helens Institute website.33 Permits can be purchased online in 
advance and picked up at the Lone Fir Resort on Route 503 when they arrive. An interactive calendar 
feature indicates the days when permits are still available, when a limited number of permits remain, 
and when they are no longer available. Hikers can also register for guided climbs through the Mount St. 
Helens Institute online. These include guided tours of the Southside Summit, Geology on High, and 
Craterview. For climbing permits and guided climbs, as well as monetary donations to the Institute, 
hikers can provide payment information through a secure online system. 

 

                                                           
26

 http://www.parks.wa.gov/reservations/ 
27

 http://www.pocketrangerexchange.com/apps/Detail/77969e14-98a5-d39f-42ae-44213df68868 
28

 http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r6/passes-permits 
29

 http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r6/maps-pubs 
30

 http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mountsthelens/passes-permits 
31

 http://www.store.usgs.gov/pass/index.html 
32

http://www.store.usgs.gov/b2c_usgs/b2c/display/(xcm=r3standardpitrex_prd&layout=6_1_61_50_2&uiarea=2&
ctype=areaDetails&carea=%24ROOT&citem=00000000020000000001)/.do 
33

 https://secure.kinsail.com/calendar.asp?p=mshi&pt=parks&ItemID=573507&GroupID=27807 

http://www.parks.wa.gov/reservations/
http://www.pocketrangerexchange.com/apps/Detail/77969e14-98a5-d39f-42ae-44213df68868
http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r6/passes-permits
http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r6/maps-pubs
http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mountsthelens/passes-permits
http://www.store.usgs.gov/pass/index.html
http://www.store.usgs.gov/b2c_usgs/b2c/display/(xcm=r3standardpitrex_prd&layout=6_1_61_50_2&uiarea=2&ctype=areaDetails&carea=%24ROOT&citem=00000000020000000001)/.do
http://www.store.usgs.gov/b2c_usgs/b2c/display/(xcm=r3standardpitrex_prd&layout=6_1_61_50_2&uiarea=2&ctype=areaDetails&carea=%24ROOT&citem=00000000020000000001)/.do
https://secure.kinsail.com/calendar.asp?p=mshi&pt=parks&ItemID=573507&GroupID=27807
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Appendix E: Memorandum Describing Distribution of Maps 
 
 

Memo   
 
TO: Mount St. Helens Area Stakeholders 
 
FROM: ICF International, on Behalf of the Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments 
 
DATE: June 2013 
 
SUBJECT: Maps Depicting Broadband Service in the Mount St. Helens Broadband Study Area 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
On July 1, 2012, the Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments received funding to conduct a needs 
assessment, gap analysis, and economic impact study for expanding broadband capabilities in Cowlitz 
and Skamania counties around the Mount St. Helens National Monument for economic development, 
tourism, public safety, research, educational opportunities, healthcare, finding information, 
communication, and entertainment. The study team from ICF International gathered several data sets, 
which were utilized to produce a series of maps of the study area. These maps provide up-to-date 
information as of June 2013 about the broadband services within the Mount St. Helens area.  
 
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FORMAT: 
 
The maps were produced using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software and provided in a PDF 
format. Each map is available electronically and also available to be printed in full-color on standard 8.5” 
x 11” paper.  In addition, upon request, the map data can be depicted online in Google Earth software. 
 
The maps are embedded within the full text of the Mount St. Helens Broadband Feasibility Study and 
Gap Analysis Report, as well as available as individual pages. 
 
CONTEXT: 
 
Figure 1. Mount St. Helens Broadband study area 
This map depicts the approximate extent of the Mount St. Helens Broadband study area. The study area 
is located within Cowlitz and Skamania Counties in southwestern Washington State. Specifically, the 
study focused on broadband infrastructure and use along State Roads 503 and 504 between Interstate 5 
in Cowlitz County and the Mount St. Helens National Monument in Skamania County.  The study area 
also includes Forest Roads 25, 90, and 99 in Skamania County. 
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Figure 2. Areas identified in study as likely to have access to broadband services 
This map depicts the areas within the study area that the assessment identified as likely to have access 
to some type of broadband service. The map depicts a less optimistic level of service than the services 
depicted in the Washington State Broadband Map.  
 
Figure 3. Washington State Broadband Map depicting areas reported as having availability to 
broadband services 
This map depicts broadband coverage according to the Washington State Broadband Map. While it may 
be possible to obtain service in some of the areas depicted in the Washington State Broadband Map, the 
level of service could be insufficient to be considered “broadband,” the reliability may not be consistent, 
and the costs and effort to establish service may be unreasonable for the typical installation. 
 
Figure 4. Shaded areas show fiber optic infrastructure in study area 
This map depicts the fiber optic infrastructure from local providers within the study area. On the 504 
corridor, CenturyLink, Comcast, and Cascade Networks have extended fiber lines from Castle Rock to 
Toutle. The U.S. Forest Service has also installed a fiber optic line along Highway 504 from Johnston 
Ridge to Steward Dam Road. On the 503 corridor, Cascade Networks and TDS Telecom have some fiber 
optic lines installed, but the TDS Telecom fiber does not go beyond Cougar, and the Cascade fiber does 
not go beyond the power plant at the Swift Reservoir. The US Forest Service fiber does connect to the 
main facilities of Johnston Ridge, Coldwater Creek, and Hoffstadt Bluffs, but the connections do not 
provide broadband services. The connections provide internal network connectivity for Forest Service 
use, as well as telephone service and maintenance/monitoring of remote equipment. The only external 
connection to this fiber is a connection to the CenturyLink equipment in Kidd Valley. At the current time, 
all eight fibers that are installed are in use for current services. 
 
Figure 5. Public Safety “blackout” area 
Based on discussion with local authorities, this map depicts approximate areas generally considered 
blackout areas in regard to using data services in public safety vehicles. Generally, the Cowlitz County 
Sheriff vehicles use a service provided by Sprint and only available along the I-5 corridor and in larger 
cities like Longview, Castle Rock, Kelso and Woodland. Skamania County Sheriff has equipped the cars in 
the Swift Reservoir area with data cards that will connect with US Cellular tower just south of the Swift 
Reservoir. Some areas along the 503 corridor around Cougar and Yale Lake are served by a combination 
of Verizon and US Cellular, but if the safety vehicle only has equipment to connect to the Sprint network, 
this area is not served. 
 
Figure 6. CenturyLink service along the 504 Corridor 
This map provides a general outline of the CenturyLink service area along the 504 corridor. CenturyLink 
connections are provided by VDSL and ADSL2+ technology. This can provide a connection speed of up to 
40Mb/s, but the actual performance is a function of the distance from the local equipment. Due to 
distance from the equipment and cable routing paths, some areas outside the shaded area would be 
able to obtain suitable CenturyLink service, but there may also be areas within the shaded portion that 
cannot be provided suitable service. 
 
Figure 7. Comcast service along the 504 Corridor 
This map provides a general outline of the Comcast service area along the 504 corridor. Comcast service 
is based on DOCSIS cable modem technology. This is available wherever the Comcast coaxial service has 
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been deployed along the 504 corridor. While initially deployed as DOCSIS 1.1 and 2.0 and limited to 20 
Mb/s, most deployments are being upgraded to DOCSIS 3.0, which can support speeds in excess of 200 
Mb/s. The actual availability may be limited by installation costs, as properties set back from the road 
right-of-way would incur a significant installation charge to extend the cable network. Generally, those 
properties within 300 feet can be installed for a nominal fee, but as the distance exceeds 500 feet the 
costs can be considerable.  
 
Figure 8. TDS Telecom service along the 503 Corridor 
This map provides a general outline of the TDS Telecom DSL-based broadband service along the 503 
corridor. This service can provide a connection speed of up to 25Mb/s, but the actual performance is a 
function of the distance from the local equipment.  Due to distance from the equipment and cable 
routing paths, some areas outside the shaded area would be able to obtain suitable TDS service, but 
there may also be areas within the shaded portion that cannot be provided suitable service. 
 
Figure 9. Wireless data coverage areas 
This map depicts wireless service on the 503 and 504 corridors provided by AT&T, US Cellular, and 
Verizon. Wireless coverage is significantly affected by the topography and somewhat by dense tree 
presence and foliage. Once east of the I-5 corridor, there are few towers to support coverage for the 
entire study area. Additionally, the technology used by different carriers precludes roaming agreements 
due to incompatibility of the handset devices.  
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Appendix F: Site Research and Study Opportunities for the Mount St. 
Helens Institute and Partnering Entities 

 
The Mount St. Helens Institute is an anchor educational and scientific research institution in the Mount 
St. Helens area. The non-profit organization, founded in 1996, offers programming to help visitors and 
residents understand and protect the Mount St. Helens volcano through education, research, and 
stewardship.  
 
Since 2000, programming through the Institute has provided over 25,000 people with field seminars, 
guided hikes and climbs, free outings, social events, lectures, supported research, and educational 
programming for school-age children. Volunteers working with the Institute have helped restore more 
than 400 miles of trails surrounding the mountain. The Institute’s comprehensive programming is 
possible in part due to a special use permit from the U.S. Forest Service. 
 
The level of broadband service at the Mount St. Helens Institute facilities and in the surrounding areas in 
which the Institute offers programming is not sufficient for the Institute’s needs. In addition, an 
increased level of broadband service will afford the Institute a variety of opportunities to develop, 
expand, and improve its programming, in turn boosting the region’s offerings for tourism, education, 
and research. 
 
 
General business 
operations 

Opportunity: The Institute relies on broadband service to conduct general business 
operations at its facilities, such as event registration processing, accounting and 
bookkeeping, and event planning. Faster, more reliable broadband service at Institute 
facilities will provide more streamlined interaction with patrons and volunteers and allow 
the Institute to accommodate larger numbers of participants in educational and scientific 
activities and opportunities. 
 
Current Level of Service: Service at the Amboy facility (along route 503 at the National 
Volcanic Monument Headquarters) is provided through the U.S. Forest Service. This service 
has strict encryption and security requirements not needed by the Institute. The service is 
slower than desired and goes down often. The Institute is exploring opportunities to obtain 
DSL service through the phone (Qwest?). This option won’t provider faster service, but the 
Institute will not be subject to the encryption and security requirements imposed by the 
Forest Service network. 

Facility-based 
educational 
activities 

Opportunity: The Institute is currently partnering with the U.S. Forest Service to reopen 
Coldwater Ridge Science and Learning Center for educational activities and events. In order 
to host large groups for activities at this location, the Institute requires a minimum level of 
broadband service for general business operations. In addition, goals for this facility include 
the possibility to support real-time collaborative data analysis and multimedia video 
displays. 
 
Current Level of Service: There is currently very poor or no broadband service available at 
the Coldwater Ridge Science and Learning Center. 

Field-based 
educational 
activities 

Opportunity: Most of the Institute’s programming is field-based, taking place outside of the 
Institute’s main facilities. Activities include guided climbs, guided adventures, field seminars, 
and the Volcano Outdoor School. Mobile service in the field would create opportunities for 
on-site event registration, equipment rental, merchandise sales, and donations via debit and 
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credit cards. For example, the Institute would have seen benefits from the ability to collect 
donations on-site during the most recent Johnston’s Ridge Observatory fundraising event. In 
addition, the Institute could make use of historical information (i.e., comparisons between 
current views and digital historical photos) and QR codes to provide additional digital 
content. 
 
Current Level of Service: There are certain areas where field-based activities take place 
where a mobile connection may exist (e.g., on the south side of Mount St. Helens through 
U.S. Cellular, or on the northwest side of the mountain through AT&T), but  
The disparate systems serving the area create challenges and inconsistent service.  
 
Broadband Infrastructure Options: The providers currently offering mobile services within 
the area could be encouraged to deploy additional cell towers near the Mount St. Helens 
Institute and other learning facilities, but the disparate network issue would still exist, 
providing service that is inconsistent across vendors, at best. 

Virtual educational 
activities 

Opportunity: The Institute supports programs with local, regional, and national schools to 
provide students with the opportunity to engage in data collection and analysis. The 
opportunity to conduct videoconferencing from other sites will expand the reach of 
Institute’s educational programming and provide a richer learning experience for student 
participants. The Institute conducted a video project in partnership with the U.S. Geological 
Survey from the Johnston Ridge facility, but there is hesitance to engage in similar projects 
that require live virtual interaction with the current level of broadband service. 
 
Current Level of Service: Most of the interaction between the Institute and the student 
participants takes place virtually through email and limited videoconferencing. 
Videoconferencing is currently possibly only from the Vancouver site. 

Field-based 
research activities 

Opportunity: There are approximately 12 researchers who consistently do on-site research 
and data collection on and around the mountain. They conduct research related to plan 
morphology, insect type and population, geospatial geological data, and rock types. Most of 
their data collection is done by hand on paper. With mobile broadband access they could 
use digital data collection tools to participate in collaborative research by accessing and 
uploading online and cloud-based datasets while in the field (e.g., National Geographic 
databases). The opportunities provided by broadband service will facilitate opportunities to 
collaborate and share data with researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey. 
 
Current Level of Service: There are certain areas where field-based activities take place 
where a mobile connection may exist (e.g., on the south side of Mount St. Helens through 
U.S. Cellular, or on the northwest side of the mountain through AT&T), but  
The disparate systems serving the area create challenges and inconsistent service.  
 
Broadband Infrastructure Options: The providers currently offering mobile services within 
the area could be encouraged to deploy additional cell towers near the Mount St. Helens 
Institute and other learning facilities, but the disparate network issue would still exist, 
providing service that is inconsistent across vendors, at best. 

Rich website 
content 

Opportunity: The Institute’s website allows users to sign up for Institute programming and 
activities, make donations, volunteer, sign up for email newsletters, listen to podcasts, and 
subscribe to RSS feeds. Website content includes hi-definition multimedia, such as photos 
and videos, and a reliable connection is required to support and expand these resources. 
 
Current Level of Service: The current broadband service provided by the U.S. Forest Service 
supports the website’s content, but this service has strict encryption and security 
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requirements not needed by the Institute and is slower than desired and goes down often. 
The service may not support future website content, such as streaming video and other 
multimedia content.  

Social Media Opportunity: A significant portion of social media marketing and sharing of educational 
information could take place during field-based educational activities offered by the 
Institute; however this is reliant on reliable and consistent mobile service within the areas 
where field-based activities take place. 
 
Current Level of Service: There are certain areas where field-based activities take place 
where a mobile connection may exist (e.g., on the south side of Mount St. Helens through 
U.S. Cellular, or on the northwest side of the mountain through AT&T), but  
The disparate systems serving the area create challenges and inconsistent service.  
 
Broadband Infrastructure Options: The providers currently offering mobile services within 
the area could be encouraged to deploy additional cell towers near the Mount St. Helens 
Institute and other learning facilities, but the disparate network issue would still exist, 
providing service that is inconsistent across vendors, at best. 
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